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Scientists have generated a massive body of theory aimed at predicting and managing the 
impacts of anthropogenic activities on populations, species, and ecosystems.  Transforming 
this research into knowledge that informs complex decision-making problems remains a 
major challenge in environmental management and conservation.  My dissertation research 
aims to address this issue through the development and application of mathematical and 
statistical models.  I integrate tools, concepts, and techniques from ecology, applied 
mathematics, computer science, and statistics to build structured decision-making 
frameworks for spatial prioritization, resource allocation, and optimal scheduling.   I also 
tackle several of the technical challenges limiting the utility of such tools in practice, and 
seek to make them accessible to other scientists and decision-makers.   
 Much of my research is motivated by the interest in land acquisition as an in situ 
conservation strategy.  In Chapters 1 and 2, I develop an integrated reserve selection 
framework for spatial priority-setting and optimal investing.  The framework combines 
Bayesian methods and Markov decision theory in the context of making land acquisition 
decisions.  A second aspect of my research focuses on overcoming several of the technical 
and computational challenges of utilizing Markov decision processes (MDPs) in the context 
of real-world planning.  In Chapter 3, I introduce and test a class of approximation 
algorithms developed in the artificial intelligence community to simply and solve MDPs 
with large state spaces.  In Chapter 4, I develop a novel method that uses information-gap 
(radius of stability-type) models to represent uncertainty in the state transition function of an 
 
 
MDP.  Rather than requiring information about the extent of parametric uncertainty at the 
outset, this method addresses the question of how much uncertainty is permissible before the 
optimal policy would change.  Finally, in Chapter 5, I develop a pair of sensitivity metrics 
for info-gap decision analysis.  Both sensitivity metrics are an essential addition to the robust 
optimization toolkit, providing a systematic approach for identifying weaknesses in an info-
gap decision analysis.  They are also needed quantities in the effort to make sound, 
defensible decisions.  
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Chapter 1. BAYESIAN NETWORKS AND THE QUEST FOR RESERVE ADEQUACY 
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ABSTRACT 
The fundamental goal of conservation planning is biodiversity persistence, yet most reserve 
selection methods prioritize sites using occurrence data.  We describe a method that 
integrates correlates of persistence for multiple species into a single currency – site quality.  
Site quality is, in turn, an explicit measure of performance used in optimization.  We 
develop a Bayesian network to assess site quality, which assigns an expected value to a 
property based on criteria arrayed into a causal diagram.  We then use stochastic dynamic 
programming to determine whether an organization should acquire or reject a site placed on 
the public market.  Our framework for assessing sites and making land acquisition decisions 
represents a compromise between the use of generic spatial design criteria and more 
intensive computational tools, like spatially-explicit population models.  There is certainly a 
loss of precision by using site quality as a surrogate for more direct measures of persistence.  
However, we believe this simplification is defensible when sufficient data, expertise, or other 
resources are lacking. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The biodiversity crisis has galvanized a strong interest in land acquisition with the 
conservation community (Soule 1991).  The expense associated with such investments 
means that conservation organizations face a resource allocation dilemma.  The challenge is 
analogous to portfolio optimization; we must select the subset of assets (sites) that gives the 
highest return (conservation value) for an acceptably-low risk (Markowitz 1952).  This 
problem has promoted the development of systematic conservation assessment techniques, 
especially among organizations requiring efficient, well-informed methods for spatial 
priority-setting (e.g., Possingham et al. 2000).   
 Systematic conservation assessment techniques (hereafter referred to as ‘reserve 
selection methods’) generate priorities from spatial data.  These priorities, complemented 
with an implementation strategy, can be viewed as a plan of action (or investment).  Most of 
the existing literature on reserve selection is ‘static’ that is, we must assume that once the 
assessment is complete, the resulting plan can be executed immediately (Possingham et al. 
1993).  Conservation organizations regularly face financial and political imperatives that 
render this assumption invalid.  For instance, they cannot buy what is not for sale.  Land 
tenure is just one reason why many conservation plans take time to execute, which makes 
reserve selection a sequential decision-making process (Newburn et al. 2005).  
 Land tenure is particularly important in areas where most properties are held in 
private ownership.  Conservation organizations are then mostly restricted to purchasing sites 
that have been placed on the public market voluntarily (Merenlender et al. 2004).  When this 
happens, an option may exist between acquiring the site and gambling that a better site will 
become available in the future.  Possingham et al. (1993) were the first to describe a solution 
method to this question of ‘buy now’ or ‘wait’.  Others have extended this dynamic model 
(e.g., Costello & Polasky 2004; Meir et al. 2004), demonstrating how ‘static’ methods can be 
suboptimal when conservation plans take time to execute.  Although this research represents 
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a pragmatic step forward, the method prioritizes sites using occurrence data (i.e., the value of 
a site is equal to the number of species it contains, or contributes to an existing reserve 
network).  Occurrence data (typically observed or predicted presence-absence) have been the 
basis of most static and dynamic reserve selection algorithms (e.g., Kirkpatrick 1983; 
Margules et al. 1988), due to venerable recognition that reserve networks should represent as 
many features of conservation concern as possible (Austin & Margules 1986).  While the 
fundamental goal of reserve selection is biodiversity persistence (Pressey et al. 2007), 
incidence is not necessarily commensurate with reserve adequacy (Cabeza & Moilanen 
2003).  The logical step is to develop dynamic approaches that better account for population 
viability.   
 Maximizing persistence in sequential reserve selection is a non-trivial task; the 
challenge grows as multiple species are considered.  One measure of persistence is the 
probability of extinction over a given time frame (Beissinger & Westphal 1998).  This 
quantity is straightforward to estimate using a population model, and any model that can be 
expressed as a Markov chain can, in principle, have an objective maximized using stochastic 
dynamic programming (Mangel & Tier 1993).  Nonetheless, there are both practical and 
computational limits in the context of reserve selection.  First, population models require 
data (e.g., demographic data, patch colonization and extinction rates, etc.) that link land use 
with persistence.  Because gathering such data is so costly, this criterion will only be met in a 
few cases (Beissinger & Westphal 1998).  Second, formulating a population model as a 
Markov chain can be computationally demanding; adding new state variables inevitably 
leads to large increases in the size of the state space.  Combined with existing constraints on 
computer speed and storage capacity, Bellman’s (1961) “curse of dimensionality” can make 
generating exact solutions to even small problems impossible.  In such instances, less 
intensive numerical approaches are needed. 
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  We address the problem of implicitly maximizing the persistence probability of 
multiple species.  We formulate this problem as a discrete-time Markov chain and use 
stochastic dynamic programming to determine whether an organization should acquire or 
reject a site placed on the public market.  We dodge the curse of dimensionality by 
developing a site-assessment framework that integrates correlates of persistence for multiple 
species into a single currency – site quality.  We use a Bayesian network to assess site 
quality, which assigns an expected value to a property based on criteria arrayed into a causal 
diagram.  This represents a compromise between representation-based approaches (i.e., 
using occurrence data) and more complex tools, like spatially-explicit population models.  
There is certainly a loss of precision by using site quality as a surrogate for more direct 
measures of persistence.  However, we believe this simplification is defensible when 
sufficient data, expertise, or other resources are lacking.  We illustrate the approach with a 
land acquisition case study on the central Platte River.   
METHODS 
Overview 
 In 1997, Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado and the U.S. Department of the Interior 
signed the Cooperative Agreement for Platte River Research and Other Efforts Relating to Endangered 
Species Habitats along the Central Platte River, Nebraska.  This agreement was negotiated as a 
means to maintain and improve habitat for three threatened and endangered species – the 
whooping crane (Grus americana), interior least tern (Sterna antillarum athalassos), and piping 
plover (Charadrius melodus).  The relevant objectives of the Cooperative Agreement are: (1) to 
improve production (via number of nesting pairs and fledge ratios) of the two shorebird 
species; and (2) to increase the migratory survival of whooping cranes.  These objectives 
serve as the desired outcomes resulting from the acquisition and management of 4,000 
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hectares of habitat along the central Platte River between Lexington and Chapman, 
Nebraska (Figure 1-1).   
 The extent to which these objectives are met is positively related to the quality of 
sites that are acquired, and site quality can be modeled using a Bayesian network 
parameterized from an inventory of site characteristics.  We develop the Central Platte 
Bayesian Network (CPBN) with the intent of determining the utility gained from site 
acquisitions.  The conditions that influence this utility are arrayed into a causal diagram 
(Figure 1-2), which then combine empirical and hypothesized relationships to make 
subjective, probability-based projections of site quality.  We first listed key environmental 
correlates of productivity (interior least terns and piping plovers) and migratory survival 
(whooping cranes), which were drawn from three sources: the Platte River Recovery 
Implementation Program (PRRIP) Land Plan (2006), agency reports and publications of 
associations of species with suitable habitat types, and additional expert review.  The PRRIP 
Land Plan lists qualitative and, where known, quantitative environmental factors known to 
influence the distribution and abundance of the three target species.  Below we summarize 
the key environmental correlates, introduce Bayesian networks and the CPBN, and conclude 
with a description of our optimization framework. 
Key Environmental Correlates 
  Productivity of interior least terns and piping plovers is influenced by the availability 
of nesting habitat, nest-site selection, and nest success (Ziewitz et al. 1992).  Predation and 
inundation are leading causes of nest and brood failure (Lingle 1993).  Nest-site selection is 
believed to be a hierarchical process where individuals make decisions at multiple spatial 
scales.  Features of the site (e.g., sandbar elevation, distance from human disturbance, and 
channel width) likely influence selection of nesting areas, while more localized 
characteristics (e.g., vegetative cover, substrate type, and slope) influence nest placement 
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within each site (Knetter et al. 2002).  There is certainly an expectation that increasing the 
amount of nesting habitat will increase the number of nesting pairs.  However, the exact 
nature and strength of the density-dependent relationship between habitat and productivity is 
not well quantified.   
 Migratory survival of whooping cranes is influenced by the availability of suitable 
roosting and foraging habitat.  Roost sites in Nebraska are generally large (> 40 ha) 
unconsolidated bottom and palustrine emergent wetlands.  Forage sites tend to be smaller (< 
2.5 ha) than those used for roosting, and are primarily palustrine emergent wetlands (Austin 
& Richert 2001).  Areas that are shallow, have unobstructed views (> 300 m), are isolated 
from development (> 800 m), and are free from disturbance are considered defining 
characteristics of suitable in-channel foraging habitat (Armbruster 1990).   Based on existing 
information, it is believed that the absence of any one of these characteristics would preclude 
crane use or substantially reduce a site’s value (Austin & Richert 2001).   
Bayesian Networks 
 Bayesian networks (Pearl 1988) are probabilistic graphical models.  In the context of 
environmental management, they are useful because they (1) integrate information from a 
range of sources (e.g., empirical, expert opinion; Lee 2000); (2) provide an intuitive 
(graphical) way for land managers and species experts to depict relationships between 
variables (Marcot et al. 2001); and (3) acknowledge the presence of uncertainty and represent 
it probabilistically as a basis for structured decision-making (Marcot 1998).  An excellent 
introduction is provided by Neapolitan (2004).  To make this material accessible, we briefly 
introduce terminology and concepts relevant to the dissemination of the method.  We have 
also made available the CPBN (described below) as implemented in the modeling shell 
Netica (Norsys Software Corporation 2010; see Supplementary Attachment 1). 
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 The structure of a Bayesian network is defined by two sets: a set of nodes and a set of 
directed arcs.  Each node represents a system property and the arcs indicate conditional 
dependencies between the linked variables.  Thus, an arc from node   to node   indicates 
that a value taken by   depends on the value taken by  .  Node   is then referred to as a 
parent of   and, similarly,    is referred to as a child of  .  An extension of this genealogical 
terminology is used to define ‘descendants’ and ‘ancestors’.  Node   is called a descendant of 
  and   is called an ancestor of   if there is a path from   to  .  In defining these directional 
dependencies, one requirement is that the graph be acyclic, that is, it must contain no path 
from a node back to itself.  This condition is important to the factorization of the joint 
probability distribution of the entire network as discussed below (Pearl 1988).   
 With the graphical components of the model defined, we turn our attention to the 
‘quantitative’ part of the model.  The parameters that quantify relationships between 
variables must be described in a manner that satisfies the Markov condition, where the 
conditional probability distribution at each node depends only on its parents.  For discrete 
random variables, conditional distributions take the form of conditional probability tables 
(CPTs).  These list the probabilities that a child node takes on each of its values, given every 
possible combination of values of its parents.  When the random variables are continuous, 
conditional distributions are described by conditional probability density functions.  The 
model must also include a prior distribution, meaning an unconditional probability table for 
each input node (i.e., nodes that do not have parents).  These tables list the probabilities that 
an input node will be in each of its states.  The joint probability distribution of the entire 
network is then defined by the local conditional (and unconditional) probability tables 
(Neapolitan 2004).  With the graphical and probabilistic components of the model defined, 
the impact of changing any variable can be propagated through the network according to the 
relationships encoded in the CPTs, and the joint probability distribution of the entire 
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network conditioned on these observations can be calculated for other variables using Bayes’ 
Theorem (Pearl 1988).   
The Central Platte Bayesian Network 
 Constructing the CPBN is a two step process: conceptual model development; and 
probabilistic model development.  The key environmental correlates of productivity and 
migratory survival are given node names (Table 1-1) and become input nodes in the causal 
diagram.  Summary nodes are added to clarify and simplify linkages in the causal diagram 
by combining effects of key environmental correlates into themes of influence of in-channel 
habitat, off-channel habitat, and other non-habitat characteristics.  The advantage of using 
summary nodes is that it facilitates a modular approach to model construction, allowing the 
complex network to be partitioned into more manageable parts, which can each be assessed 
separately before being integrated with other components.  It also has the advantage of 
keeping the CPT at the terminal node small enough to be tractable (the size of the CPT of a 
child node is equal to its number of states times the product of the number of states of all 
parent nodes; Marcot et al. 2006).  Finally, the outputs of these summary nodes are 
combined into a terminal node (Realized Site-Quality Index) that represents the index of 
interest.   
 The graphical organization of the CPBN is structured according to the main 
conceptual ideas, starting from the terminal node and working backwards, as follows (node 
names shown in italics).  Interactions of all input factors to Realized Site-Quality Index are 
parameterized to yield conditional probabilities for each of ten states, ranging from one to 
ten.  The state of the Realized Site-Quality Index node is given by the combination of Site-
Quality Index, Site Area, Site Cost, and Direct Anthropogenic Influences.  Site-Quality Index is 
determined by the combination of the environmental correlate Proximity to Channel and the 
summary nodes Site Character and Channel Character.  Site Character is a function of 
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availability of Foraging Sites, Roosting Sites, and Predation Risk, while Channel Character is given 
by availability of In-Channel Nesting Habitat, Wetted Channel Width, Unobstructed View Width, 
Depth at Use-Site, and Nesting Sandbar Height.   
 Experimentation with an earlier graphical configuration indicated that Site Character 
and Channel Character are low at many points across the watershed.  The components of both 
that are amenable to management thus feed into Required Action Expenses, which accounts for 
the investment needed to raise the state of each node to its highest (most suitable) level.  
Required Action Expenses and Site Area then interact to determine Site Cost.  Finally, Direct 
Anthropogenic Influences is generated from a combination of adjustments that account for 
other non-habitat influences, namely Collision Hazards, Distance from Disturbance, and Public 
Access.   
 Following the recommendation of Marcot et al. (2006), nodes are defined to be 
quantifiable or testable entities, at least to the extent possible.  Some of the summary nodes 
are not testable, but are included for the aforementioned benefits regarding model 
partitioning and tractability.  Input nodes in the network represent conditions that would be 
determined by a field-based inventory of site characteristics.  The state definitions and 
placement of breakpoints have been established using the relevant literature; primarily the 
PRRIP Land Plan, which was developed in consultation with species experts.  Notice that 
the input nodes represent both naturally discrete and continuous variables.  Careful 
inspection of Table 1-1, however, reveals that all continuous variables have been discretized.  
The primary reason for this is that if the continuous variables were treated as such, then the 
summary and terminal nodes in the network would have had both discrete and continuous 
parents.  Unfortunately, exact inference is impossible when continuous parents have discrete 
children (Murphy 1999).  Since we need to allow discrete children of continuous (parent) 
variables, we follow the standard approach of discretizing the parents (Friedman & 
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Goldszmidt 1996).  Of course, the problem with discretization is that, to get a reasonable 
approximation of the continuous process, we must quantize finely (Murphy 1999).  This, in 
turn, is problematic because it introduces tractability concerns at the level of the CPTs.  This 
represents a tradeoff between parsimony and precision, and is a point that we return to later.    
 Once the graphical structure of the network is defined, the bulk of the remaining 
effort is dedicated to specifying the CPTs.  These are derived from a combination of 
professional judgment and empirical relationships, primarily the former.   Our strategy is to 
set all CPTs to a uniform value, then ‘peg the corners’ (sensu Marcot et al. 2006) by setting 
the extreme cases to 0- or 100%, adjust the moderate cases and then back-interpolate all 
other entries.  The CPTs are cross-checked by scanning down each column and asking 
whether the highest and lowest probabilities really represented the most and least likely 
causal conditions for that state.  If not, the CPT was adjusted accordingly (Marcot et al. 
2006).   
With the network specified, we utilize it to calculate an expected value for Realized 
Site-Quality Index; this is achieved by updating the states of some environmental correlate 
nodes in accordance with observations while observing the effect this has on the posterior 
probability distribution of the terminal node.  The numerical values for each of the ten states 
weighted by the updated probability of each state are then used to calculate the expectation 
of the distribution.  As such, expected values of the Realized Site-Quality Index can range from 
one to ten.  We use the modeling shell Netica (Norsys Software Corporation 2010) to 
perform standard belief updating.  Netica solves the network by finding the marginal 
posterior probability for each node, and assumes that conditional probabilities are 
independent.  Prior probabilities are assumed to be Dirichlet functions, meaning that they 
are a multi-state extension of the beta distribution and are continuous and bounded between 
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zero and one.  We refer to Spiegelhalter et al. (1993) and Neapolitan (2004) for details on 
computation and algorithms used in Netica. 
 We use the CPBN to evaluate 50 privately owned properties along the central Platte 
River.  High-resolution (9.61-meter pixel) color infrared ortho-images (Cornerstone 
Mapping, Inc. 2009) are used to determine the initialization (i.e., the value of each input 
node) for each site.  The ortho-images were collected over a seven day period in July, 2009, 
capturing a 15-km buffer around the central Plate River as it flows from Lexington to 
Chapman, NE.  These images are imported into ArcMap 9.3 (ESRI 2008).  Proximity to 
Channel, Wetted Channel Width, Unobstructed View Width, Predation Risk (i.e., distance to 
woody vegetation), Collision Hazards, and Distance from Disturbance are calculated using the 
Measure (distance) tool.  Foraging Sites, Roosting Site, Site Area and In-Channel Nesting Habitat 
were approximated using the Measure (area) tool.  This is an inexact process, but sufficient 
for the purpose of demonstration (and given the coarse resolution of the variable states; 
Table 1-1). 
Model Review and Sensitivity Analysis 
We use the CPBN to evaluate properties and assign value.  As described above, this 
is achieved by updating the states of some environmental correlate nodes in accordance with 
observations while observing the change in the posterior probability distribution of the 
terminal node.  It is crucial to understand why and how these changes took place (Cain 
2001).  The graphical and probability structure of the CPBN is checked and reviewed using 
the process defined by Cain (2001).  With respect to overall graphical structure, checks are 
performed to ensure that all input nodes were (1) quantifiable and (2) observable at the scale 
of the decision problem (i.e., individual properties).   We held an informal meeting with 
technical experts to ensure that all important variables had been included and that no 
omissions had been overlooked.   
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The values contained in the CPTs determine the strength of the impact that an input 
node has on the terminal node.  We use calculations of entropy reduction (Sensitivity to 
Findings function in Netica) to rank variables according to the capacity for evidence entered 
at each of the input nodes, denoted here as ‘findings’ nodes, F, to change the posterior 
probability of Realized Site-Quality Index and four summary nodes (Site Character, Channel 
Character, Direct Anthropogenic Influences, and Site-Quality Index), denoted here as 'query’ 
nodes,  .  Entropy reduction is a fundamental concept in information theory (Guyon & 
Elisseeff 2003), which is able to identify non-linear dependencies that are undetectable using 
correlation coefficients and Chi-squared tests.  Specifically, entropy reduction measures the 
uncertainty-reducing potential of parent and ancestor nodes: the greater the entropy 
reduction value associated with a findings node, the greater the influence on the query node 
(Pearl 1988). 
Optimization Framework 
 The decision context that we approach assumes that a conservation agency had been 
allocated resources that needed to be invested by the end of a decision period, T.  We also 
assume that the budget is sufficient to purchase one site.  Throughout the decision period, 
individual sites are placed on the public market voluntarily at fixed time intervals, t.  When a 
site becomes available, the agency utilizes the CPBN to calculate the expected value of 
Realized Site-Quality Index and faces a decision: purchase the site or reject the site.  This 
process continues until a site has been purchased or until the final time step is reached.  If no 
investment has been made up until this point, the agency is forced to buy the site offered in 
the final time step.   
 We formulate this problem as a discrete-time Markov chain and use stochastic 
dynamic programming to find the optimal solution.  We specify five components of the 
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optimization model: 1) a set of states; 2) a set of actions; 3) a state transition function; 4) a 
reward for each state; and 5) an overall objective.  We elaborate on these components below. 
States 
 We define the states of the system in a manner similar to McDonald-Madden et al. 
(2008).  Our system has S = 2(xmax) states, where xmax is the maximum value of Realized Site-
Quality Index shown in Figure 1-3.  Each state, i, corresponds to a unique combination of two 
variables: (1) whether a site has been purchased (z = 1 if purchased; z = 0 if not) and (2) the 
Realized Site-Quality Index of the site available for purchase, xL, such that:                
In our example,        , so states 1 through 10 are the value of the site presently available 
for purchase while states 11 through 20 represent the value of the site that was purchased. 
Actions and State Transitions 
 At each stage and state of the process, the agency has available a feasible set of 
actions (i.e., buy site; reject site).  We supply a transition matrix for each decision.  The 
transition matrices take the form                           .  If the agency decides to 
purchase the site, the transitions are:  
         
                                  
                           
                                          
       
The first condition represents states where a site is already purchased. The second condition 
is the transition representing the purchase in the present time step.  Once a site is purchased, 
the system remains in the same state through subsequent time steps (because the budget was 
only sufficient to purchase one site).  If the agency rejects the site, the transitions are:  
         
                  
                            
            
  
where      is an indicator of the site-specific probability of becoming the next available (i.e., 
what is the probability of seeing xL =1,2,…,10).  We assign these probabilities according to 
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the frequency distribution of the realized site-quality index on the sample of 50 properties 
(see results).  This parameterization is selected to mimic the process by which properties 
might come onto the public market, reflecting the possibility that site availability is related to 
frequency in the landscape. 
Objective, Rewards, and Solution 
 Our objective is to maximize the expected value of Realized Site-Quality Index in the 
purchased site.  We define a value function as a function mapping the state of the system 
into the real numbers, that is       ℝ.  At the terminal time, the reward in each state is 
defined by the expected value of Realized Site-Quality Index in the purchased site: 
          
                                                  
                                                           
  
Stepping back one period to the beginning of T, we take advantage of the fact that we know 
the value of endowing the future (T + 1) with the levels of each state variable: 
            
    
                
  
                                                              
where t is the current stage, s is the current state, s’  is the state at the next stage, and 
                              In words, Equation (1) says that   is found by 
determining the expected terminal reward given each possible decision and choosing the 
maximum.  These expected values are calculated by weighting all possible outcomes over the 
next time step by their probability of occurrence and summing the results.  This process is 
repeated in stage T – 1, T – 2, and so on, until stage t = 1.  We used Program R v 2.10.0 (R 
Development Core Team) for this analysis; an R script is included as a supplementary 
attachment. 
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RESULTS 
CPBN 
 The completed CPBN consists of 13 input nodes, 6 summary nodes, and the terminal 
node.  The longest unidirectional path between an input node and the terminal node, 
Realized Site-Quality Index, is three arcs in length.  This produces a network where updating 
the state of even a single input node in accordance with an observation can have a noticeable 
impact on the posterior probability distribution of the terminal node.  From our sample of 50 
properties, the most likely state of Realized Site-Quality Index was 2 with a probability of 0.22.  
The expected value of this distribution (Figure 1-3) was 3.94.  To illustrate how the CPBN 
usefully discriminates between sites, we have included the posterior probability distribution 
of Realized Site-Quality Index for two properties (Figure 1-4).  The difference between these 
two properties in terms of initialization occurred at only two input nodes; the states of the 
other 11 were identical.  The first difference was at In-Channel Nesting Habitat, where the state 
of this input node initialized for site A was Inadequate (area less than 0.25 ha/km, see Table 
1), while at site B it was Adequate (area between 0.25 and 1.5 ha/km).  The second difference 
was at Foraging Sites, where the state of this input node for site A was Few (area between 1 
and 5 ha); at site B it was Adequate (area greater than 5 ha).  With the network updated 
according to the two different initializations, the expected values of Realized Site-Quality Index 
for sites A and B were 5.29 and 6.19, respectively. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
 The sensitivity analysis resulted in lists of variables ranked according to their values 
for expected entropy reduction.  We have organized these lists into two tables: one (Table 1-
2) illustrating the capacity for a finding to change the posterior probability of Realized Site-
Quality Index, and a second (Table 1-3) for each of the four summary nodes.  In both tables, 
the values in the second column refer to the rank of each findings variable with respect to the 
query node (with a rank of 1 indicating the variable of greatest influence).  We have also 
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provided the expected entropy reduction value associated with each findings variable to give 
an indication of the relative sensitivity of each variable.  
 If we measure distance as the number of nodes lying on the path between a findings 
node and a query node (sensu Cain 2001), then those nodes which are not immediate 
ancestors tend to have a smaller expected entropy reduction.   This feature of the CPBN, 
which is commonly referred to as a Markov blanket (Pearl 1988), attenuates the impact of 
some findings nodes and means that nodes having the greatest influence tend to be parents.  
This pattern is highlighted by the three top-ranked findings nodes (Site-Quality Index, Direct 
Anthropogenic Influences, and Site Cost; Table 1-2) for Realized Site-Quality Index, which are all 
parents of the query node.  The three lowest ranked findings nodes (Nesting Sandbar Height, 
Predation Risk, and Unobstructed View Width, Table 2) are separated by at least one 
intermediate node.  The pattern is partially reflected in the three top-ranked findings nodes 
(Site-Character, Channel Character, and Foraging Sites; Table 1-3) for Site-Quality Index.  Site-
Character and Channel Character are parents of the query node.  Foraging Sites, however, is 
separated by one (Site Character) intermediate node.  This result indicates the strong influence 
this variable has on Site-Quality Index, given the formal representation of the graphical model 
and the conditional dependencies defined by the CPTs. 
Optimization 
 Stochastic dynamic programming simultaneously gives the optimal    (the decision 
to purchase or reject a site in period t) and the value function one period forward.  The 
optimal decision to purchase or reject depends on the time remaining in the decision period 
(Figure 1-5).  The expected terminal reward for rejecting low-quality sites was higher early in 
the decision period.  This is because as the number of purchase opportunities remaining 
decreases, the likelihood of a high-quality site becoming available also decreases.  As such, 
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the conservation agency should become less selective about which site to acquire as options 
narrow.   
DISCUSSION 
 We have developed a site-assessment framework fixed in the concept of reserve 
adequacy.  The CPBN integrates correlates of persistence for multiple species into a single 
currency – site quality.  The objective to maximize the expected value of Realized Site-Quality 
Index allows us to acquire a site, though unlikely to be ideal for any one species, provides a 
good solution for all three.  While the CPBN is an imperfect representation of reality, it is a 
transparent approximation of the factors believed to influence productivity and migratory 
survival given the existing data and level of knowledge.  It also encodes the tradeoffs 
managers are willing to make between different objectives (e.g. nesting for terns vs. roosting 
for cranes).  Our framework for assessing sites and making land acquisition decisions 
represents a compromise between representation-based approaches and more intensive 
computational tools, like spatially-explicit population models.  There is certainly a loss of 
precision by using site quality as a surrogate for more direct measures of persistence.  
However, we believe this simplification is defensible when sufficient data, expertise, or other 
resources are lacking. 
 The CPBN may be used as a starting point for anyone interested in modification.  
The combination of development and interactive adjustment could also be applied 
iteratively.  We note that we found the process of constructing the CPBN to be a valuable 
step in conceptualizing how relevant correlates of persistence and the relationships between 
them influence the quality of a site.  An important feature of the CPBN is that it describes a 
joint distribution as built up out of local relationships within groups of variables, such as a 
summary node and its parents (Spiegelhalter et al. 1993).  This facilitates a modular 
approach to model construction, allowing a complex problem to be partitioned into more 
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manageable parts, which can each be assessed separately before being integrated with other 
components (Pearl 1988).   
 The framework we have presented can be extended to include additional factors, 
such as accounting for spatial relationships among sites (i.e., site aggregation or dispersion), 
linking land-use activities to habitat, or adding realism to the landscape context of each site 
(i.e., matrix structure).  While potentially adding to the task of specifying CPTs, information 
on spatial processes and landscape structure could enhance the utility of such a model 
(Lindenmayer et al. 2003).  If appropriately configured, it could also be extended to 
management contexts with a wider range of decision alternatives and circumstances.  
Consider, for instance, the chance of habitat loss in sites that have not been purchased.  This 
could be incorporated with a relatively minor modification of the existing optimization 
model.  The probability of being put up for sale in our model could be reinterpreted as the 
probability of development in a given stage.  Then a site would not be acquired if it is 
developed.   
 It is also possible to accommodate additional complexities such as varying levels of 
protection, ecological restoration, or the possibility of selling previously acquired sites.  We 
presented a binary case, where a site was purchased or rejected, and the purchase was 
assumed to be irreversible.  ‘Un-reserving’ a site, however, is simple; the model must include 
an additional control variable that allows the decision-maker to sell back a previously 
acquired site.  This idea of swapping out some areas for others is relatively new  and return-
on-investment analyses should receive more attention, especially considering that a ‘trade-in 
to trade-up’ strategy can increase the quality, and perhaps amount, of area that can be 
protected, with no increase in spending (Fuller et al. 2010).   
 Formulating the land acquisition problem in an optimization framework illustrates 
how decisions and rewards will change in response to the length of the decision period and, 
more specifically, the number of purchase opportunities remaining.  Our results indicate that 
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managers should become less selective as the number of purchase opportunities remaining 
decreases.  This strategy might result in the rejection of a property with a high Realized Site-
Quality Index early in the decision period, only to later purchase a site with a lower reward.  
The optimal policy, which is generated by explicit state-space enumeration, accounts for this 
possibility, and has determined that such time-dependent selectivity will result in superior 
expected terminal rewards (for a similar result, see McDonald-Madden et al. 2008). 
We relied on the literature and professional judgment to build the CPBN, which 
projects our best understanding of how the interactions between system components 
influence the quality of a site.  Limitations and uncertainty are inherent in any modeling 
process, and these need to be acknowledged.  First, the lack of empirical data necessitated 
reliance on judgment for the specification of conditional relationships.  The use of subjective 
probabilities can be problematic; Morgan and Henrion (1990) provide an excellent 
discussion of potential biases and errors that can arise with elicited judgment.  Importantly, 
individuals might lack the cognitive tools to assign probabilities with any level of precision or 
they might have the intent of advancing an undisclosed agenda by skewing the probabilities 
in one direction or another (Morgan & Henrion 1990).  We were fortunate in the 
development of the CPBN to not face the latter problem; however, the CPTs are undeniably 
subjective and further review would assist with the reliability of the model.  It is also worth 
reiterating that the use of expert judgment is often unavoidable in conservation planning, 
especially in complex decision contexts like the one presented here.   
 Second, in striking a balance between realism and computational complexity, we 
have assumed that site quality is linked to persistence.  This assumption is common in 
natural resource management and, although a sound concept, was not tested explicitly.   
Directly stated, the CPBN provides a measure of site quality, not an absolute measure of the 
likelihood of persistence.  Third, we tended to use rather coarse resolution of states because, 
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while many key environmental correlates were identified as important, exact knowledge of 
the relationships between these and the overall objective were not clear.  For example, 
having wide, unobstructed views is considered a defining characteristic of suitable in-channel 
foraging habitat for cranes.  However, we had essentially no ability to distinguish the 
difference in value between sections that were, say, 100m wide and 107m wide.  Making 
such a prediction would have gone far beyond the scope of the available data and existing 
level of knowledge.  To retain such variables in the model (thereby acknowledging their 
importance) without adding complexity that was unjustified, we defined states coarsely and 
kept the number of states per node to a minimum.   
 Fourth, the CPBN is by definition an acyclic graph and relationships encoded in the 
CPTs represent directional influences at a particular point in time (Borsuk et al. 2004).  It is 
therefore a static tool for assessing properties rather than a dynamic one whose variables 
change over time.  An alternative is to use dynamic Bayesian networks (Dean & Kanazawa 
1989), which can be used to represent state transition probabilities associated with a specific 
action, environmental change, or exogenous event.  Nodes in the network are partitioned 
into two sets: one representing the state of the system immediately before an action is 
executed; a second representing the state after an action is performed.  Arcs between the two 
sets of nodes then represent direct probabilistic influence among the corresponding variables 
given the action in question (Boutilier et al. 1999).  The difficulty with this approach is the 
specification of state transitions, which requires substantially more data than an equivalent 
graphical configuration structured as a static representation (Korb & Nicholson 2003).   
The framework we have presented is not intended to be a replacement for more 
traditional population-level analyses when sufficient data and expertise are present.  Instead, 
we consider it one alternative that extends the reserve-selection framework to include 
population viability.  Despite the long list of uncertainties and limitations, it is important to 
remember that the CPBN is used in site evaluation.  Thus, the predictions of the model need 
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only be ‘correct’ in a relative sense (i.e., is this site better than this one?).  A primary goal of 
this exercise has been to demonstrate how the decision-support capabilities provided by 
Bayesian networks can help bridge the gap between the two current approaches to reserve 
selection: incidence methods and population viability analysis.  We hope that our work will 
stimulate additional interest in the problem of accounting for reserve adequacy in 
conservation planning.  
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Table 1-1. Input nodes in the CPBN, their states, and state descriptions. 
MODEL VARIABLE VARIABLE STATES   STATE DESCRIPTION 
NESTING SANDBAR HEIGHT 
LOW PR(INUNDATION) > 0.50 
MEDIUM 0.25 < PR(INUNDATION) < 0.50 
HIGH 0 < PR(INUNDATION) < 0.25 
IN-CHANNEL NESTING HABITAT 
INADEQUATE < 0.25 HA/KM                                             
ADEQUATE 0.25 HA/KM < X < 1.5 HA/KM 
SUPERIOR  > 1.5 HA/KM 
DEPTH AT USE-SITE 
DEEP < 50%; < 0.25 M 
SHALLOW  > 50%; < 0.25 M 
UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW WIDTH 
INADEQUATE < 225 M                                                  
ADEQUATE 225 M < X < 350 M  
SUPERIOR  > 350 M  
WETTED CHANNEL WIDTH 
INADEQUATE < 225 M                                                  
ADEQUATE 225 M < X < 320 M 
SUPERIOR  > 320 M  
FORAGING SITES (WET 
MEADOWS) 
INADEQUATE < 1 HA 
FEW 1 HA < X < 5 HA 
ADEQUATE > 5 HA 
PREDATION RISK 
EXCESSIVE DIST. TO WOODY VEG.: ON-SITE 
MINIMAL DIST. TO WOODY VEG.: ADJACENT 
ABSENT DIST. TO WOODY VEG.: OFF-SITE 
ROOSTING SITES 
ABSENT  < 10 HA 
FEW 10 HA < X < 20 HA 
ADEQUATE > 20 HA 
PROXIMITY TO CHANNEL  
OFF-CHANNEL > 150 M 
ADJACENT < 150 M 
SITE AREA 
VERY SMALL < 4 HA 
SMALL 4 HA < X < 20 HA 
MEDIUM 20 HA < X < 40 HA 
LARGE > 40 HA 
COLLISION HAZARDS 
PRESENT < 0.8 KM 
FEW 0.8 KM < X < 1.6 KM 
NONE > 1.6 KM 
DISTANCE FROM DISTURBANCE 
ADJACENT < 0.8 KM 
REMOVED 0.8 KM < X < 3.2 KM 
ISOLATED > 3.2 KM 
PUBLIC ACCESS 
UNRESTRICTED NO AUTHORITY TO RESTRICT 
RESTRICTED SEASONAL AUTHORITY 
NONE NO PUBLIC ACCESS 
 1 
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Table 1-2. Sensitivity analysis results of the Realized Site-Quality Index query node. Values are 
calculations of entropy reduction, meaning the greater the value, the greater the influence on 
Realized Site-Quality Index. 
FINDINGS NODE  RANK 
EXPECTED ENTROPY 
REDUCTION 
SITE-QUALITY INDEX 1 1.0710 
DIRECT ANTHROPOGENIC INFLUENCES 2 0.3688 
SITE COST 3 0.2729 
SITE CHARACTER 4 0.2226 
COLLISION HAZARDS 5 0.0786 
REQUIRED ACTION EXPENSES 6 0.0733 
CHANNEL CHARACTER 7 0.0574 
FORAGING SITES (WET MEADOWS) 8 0.0566 
ROOSTING SITES 9 0.0354 
WETTED CHANNEL WIDTH 10 0.0280 
PROXIMITY TO CHANNEL  11 0.0274 
IN-CHANNEL NESTING HABITAT 12 0.0197 
DISTANCE FROM DISTURBANCE 13 0.0081 
SITE AREA 14 0.0058 
DEPTH AT USE-SITE 15 0.0023 
PUBLIC ACCESS 16 0.0013 
UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW WIDTH 17 0.0013 
PREDATION RISK 18 0.0011 
NESTING SANDBAR HEIGHT 19 0.0003 
 1 
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Table 1-3. Sensitivity analysis of four summary nodes in the CPBN. All other details 
as in Table 1-2. 
SITE CHARACTER RANK 
EXPECTED ENTROPY 
REDUCTION 
FORAGING SITES (WET MEADOWS) 1 0.2725 
ROOSTING SITES 2 0.1434 
PREDATION RISK 3 0.0039 
   CHANNEL CHARACTER     
IN-CHANNEL NESTING HABITAT 1 0.3013 
DEPTH AT USE-SITE 2 0.0274 
UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW WIDTH 3 0.0050 
NESTING SANDBAR HEIGHT 4 0.0005 
WETTED CHANNEL WIDTH 5 0.0006 
   DIRECT ANTHROPOGENIC INFLUENCES   
COLLISION HAZARDS 1 0.2669 
DISTANCE FROM DISTURBANCE 2 0.0256 
PUBLIC ACCESS 3 0.0041 
   SITE QUALITY INDEX     
SITE CHARACTER 1 0.2786 
CHANNEL CHARACTER 2 0.0711 
FORAGING SITES (WET MEADOWS) 3 0.0679 
PROXIMITY TO CHANNEL 4 0.0451 
ROOSTING SITES 5 0.0435 
IN-CHANNEL NESTING HABITAT 6 0.0249 
DEPTH AT USE-SITE 7 0.0025 
PREDATION RISK 8 0.0012 
UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW WIDTH 9 0.0005 
NESTING SANDBAR HEIGHT 10 0.0001 
WETTED CHANNEL WIDTH 11 0.0001 
 1 
 2 
 3 
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Figure 1-1. The Platte River Basin.  The study area extends from Lexington to Chapman, NE.  
Shaded areas delineate the 3 ‘sub-basins’ of the Platte River watershed. 
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Figure 1-2. The graphical configuration of the CPBN. Note on input nodes: dotted lines indicate 
variables of importance for cranes; dashed lines correspond to variables for terns and plovers; and 
solid lines are variables of importance for all three species. 
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Figure 1-3. Frequency distribution of the realized site-quality index on sampled properties in the 
Central Platte River Basin. 
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Figure 1-4. Predicted posterior probability distributions for two different initializations of the CPBN 
(referred to as sites A and B in the text). 
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Figure 1-5. The optimal decision space given by stochastic dynamic programming (based on the data 
shown in Fig. 1-3).  For each state of the system, the optimal decision is given by the color of the 
square: grey indicates that the agency should purchase the site; red indicates that the site should be 
rejected. 
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Chapter 2. MAXIMIZING A NEW QUANTITY IN SEQUENTIAL RESERVE SELECTION 
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ABSTRACT 
The fundamental goal of conservation planning is biodiversity persistence, yet most reserve 
selection methods prioritize sites using occurrence data.  Numerous empirical studies 
support the notion that defining and measuring objectives in terms of species richness (i.e., 
the value of a site is equal to the number of species it contains, or contributes to an existing 
reserve network) can be inadequate for maintaining biodiversity in the long-term.  We take 
an existing site-assessment framework that implicitly maximizes the persistence probability of 
multiple species and demonstrate how to integrate it with a dynamic optimization model.  
Specifically, we formulate the problem of sequential reserve selection as a Markov decision 
process and use stochastic dynamic programming to find the optimal solution.  Our 
approach represents a compromise between representation-based approaches (i.e., 
maximizing occurrences) and more complex tools, like spatially-explicit population models.  
The method, problems with it, and interesting conclusions are illustrated with a land 
acquisition case study on the central Platte River.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Land acquisition is one way that conservation organizations try to cope with declines 
in biodiversity (Soule 1991).  The expense associated with such investments means that 
decision-makers face a resource allocation dilemma.  The challenge is analogous to portfolio 
optimization; we must select the subset of assets (sites) that gives the highest return 
(conservation value) for an acceptably-low risk (Markowitz 1952).  This problem has 
promoted the development of systematic conservation assessment techniques, especially 
among organizations requiring efficient, well-informed methods for spatial priority-setting 
(e.g., Possingham et al. 2000).   
Systematic conservation assessment techniques (hereafter referred to as ‘reserve 
selection methods’) generate priorities from spatial data.  These priorities, complemented 
with an implementation strategy, can be viewed as a plan of action, or investment.  The 
utility of such plans is often questioned (e.g., Cowling et al. 2003; Faith et al. 2003) and 
conservation scientists have been criticized for not adequately considering the objectives and 
constraints of actual planning processes.  A primary reproach (Costello & Polasky 2004) is 
that most methods are ‘static’ (e.g., Kirkpatrick 1983; Kirkpatrick & Harwood 1983; 
Margules et al. 1988; Pressey & Nicholls 1989; Pressey & Tully 1994; Possingham et al. 
2000), that is, we must assume that once the assessment is complete, the resulting plan can 
be executed immediately.  Conservation organizations regularly face financial and political 
imperatives that render this assumption invalid.  For instance, they cannot buy what is not 
for sale.  Land tenure is just one reason why many conservation plans take time to execute, 
which makes reserve selection a sequential decision-making process (papers studying 
sequential reserve selection include Possingham et al. 1993; Costello & Polasky 2004; Meir 
et al. 2004; Snyder et al. 2004; Haight et al. 2005; McBride et al. 2005; Moilanen & Cabeza 
2007; McDonald-Madden et al. 2008).  
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A second criticism is that while the fundamental goal of conservation planning is 
biodiversity persistence (Pressey et al. 2007), most reserve selection methods (including all 
those sequential methods cited above) prioritize sites using occurrence data.  Numerous 
empirical and theoretical studies (e.g., Margules et al. 1994; Araujo et al. 2002) support the 
notion that defining and measuring objectives in terms of species richness (i.e., the value of a 
site is equal to the number of species it contains, or contributes to an existing reserve 
network) can be inadequate for maintaining biodiversity in the long-term.   
One way to measure the impact of land-use on viability is with a population model 
(Nicholson & Possingham 2006).  A population model can be used to link factors such as 
habitat quantity and quality with a direct measure of persistence (e.g., extinction probability; 
McCarthy 2009).  Nicholson et al. (2006), for example, parameterized a set of stochastic 
patch-occupancy models that predict the extinction probability of each of ten species of 
conservation concern.  They then used simulated annealing, a relatively efficient alternative 
to linear programming, to find the reserve network that minimized the expected number of 
extinctions across all ten species.  While this research represents a pragmatic step forward, 
simulated annealing and similar optimization algorithms assume that once the optimal 
reserve network has been identified, all sites appearing in the solution can be acquired.  
Consequently, the utility of this and related studies (see Calkin et al. 2002; Root et al. 2003; 
Nalle et al. 2004) is still limited by the fact that they are static, assuming a one-time decision 
about which sites to protect.  For conservation planning to be relevant, we must develop 
dynamic approaches that in some way account for population viability.  
Maximizing persistence in sequential reserve selection is a non-trivial task; the 
challenge grows as multiple species are considered.  One measure of persistence is the 
probability of extinction over a given time frame (Beissinger & Westphal 1998).  This 
quantity is straightforward to estimate using a population model, and any model that can be 
expressed as a Markov chain can, in principle, have an objective maximized using stochastic 
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dynamic programming (Mangel & Tier 1993).  There are, however, both practical and 
computational limits in the context of reserve selection.  First, population models require 
data (e.g., demographic data, patch colonization and extinction rates, etc.) that link land use 
with persistence.  Because gathering such data is so costly, this criterion will only be met in a 
few cases (Beissinger & Westphal 1998).  Second, formulating a population model as a 
Markov chain is computationally demanding; adding new state variables inevitably leads to 
large increases in the size of the state space.  Combined with existing constraints on 
computer speed and storage capacity, Bellman’s (1961) “curse of dimensionality” can make 
generating exact solutions to even single-species planning problems computationally 
impossible.  When the goal is to account for the viability of multiple species, less intensive 
numerical approaches are needed. 
 Schapaugh and Tyre (2012) described a site-assessment framework that implicitly 
maximizes the persistence probability of multiple species.  They dodge the practical and 
computational limitations of population models by developing a Bayesian network to assess 
site quality, which assigns an expected value to a property based on conditions arrayed into a 
causal diagram.  This represents a compromise between representation-based approaches 
(i.e., using occurrence data) and more complex tools, like spatially-explicit population 
models.  Here, we demonstrate how to integrate this site-assessment framework with a 
dynamic optimization model.  We formulate the problem of sequential reserve selection as a 
Markov decision process and use stochastic dynamic programming to find the optimal 
solution.  The method, problems with it, and interesting conclusions are illustrated with a 
land acquisition case study on the central Platte River.   
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METHODS 
Overview 
 The decision context that we approach assumes that the objective of a conservation 
agency is to maximize the persistence probability of multiple species.  The agency affects this 
probability by acquiring sites through time.  In doing so, the agency is restricted to 
purchasing sites that have been placed on the public market voluntarily.  Adding this realism 
reflects the possibility that site availability may be unpredictable in advance (e.g., need for a 
willing seller).  When a site does become available, the agency faces a decision: (1) purchase 
the site; or (2) reject the site.  Making this decision requires a way to assign value to the 
investment; we have discussed how it would be desirable to parameterize a set of population 
models (one for each species of concern) that translate site-specific characteristics into 
contributions to viability.  To illustrate a typical data-poor scenario, however, we assume 
that this is not possible.  Instead, a Bayesian network has been constructed that integrates 
correlates of persistence into a single currency – site quality (Schapaugh & Tyre 2012).   This 
quantity is, in turn, an explicit measure of performance used in optimization.  Our 
optimization framework is similar to those appearing in Costello & Polasky (2004) and Meir 
et al. (2004) and, although we focus our attention on Bayesian networks, our method is 
applicable to any site-assessment framework that prioritizes sites based on a scoring system.  
This is one of the primary differences between ours and related frameworks. 
 We model this problem as a Markov decision process (MDP; Bellman 1957).  MDPs 
provide a mathematical framework for modeling sequential decision-making problems.  As 
the name implies, MDPs are an extension of Markov chains; the difference is the addition of 
actions (to influence the state of the system) and rewards (giving motivation).  This model 
for formal decision analysis is defined by the following components: an overall objective; a 
set of states    ; a set of actions:     and constraints; a state transition function; and a 
reward or value function: V (•).  At each time step, the decision-maker observes the state of 
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the system and selects an action. The state and action choice produce two results: the 
decision-maker receives a reward and the system transitions from one stage to the next.  
These transitions are not deterministic, instead, each action is represented by a transition 
matrix containing the probability that performing action d in state s will move the system to 
state s’ (Putterman 1994).  Using a land acquisition problem on the central Platte River as a 
case example, we elaborate on the components of the MDP below. 
Land Acquisition on the Central Platte River 
 In 1997, Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado and the U.S. Department of the Interior 
signed a Cooperative Agreement for Platte River Research and Other Efforts Relating to Endangered 
Species Habitats along the Central Platte River, Nebraska.  This agreement was negotiated as a 
means to maintain and improve habitat for three threatened and endangered species – the 
whooping crane (Grus americana), interior least tern (Sterna antillarum athalassos), and piping 
plover (Charadrius melodus).  The relevant objectives of this agreement are: (1) to improve 
production (via number of nesting pairs and fledge ratios) of the two shorebird species; and 
(2) to increase the migratory survival of whooping cranes.  These objectives serve as the 
desired outcomes resulting from the acquisition of 4,000 hectares of habitat along a 143 
kilometer reach of the central Platte River between Lexington and Chapman, Nebraska.   
Objective 
 We mentioned that the Cooperative Agreement was negotiated as a means to improve 
production of interior least terns and piping plovers and to increase the migratory survival of 
whooping cranes.  The extent to which these objectives are met is positively related to the 
quality of sites that are acquired, and, as described by Schapaugh and Tyre (2012), site 
quality can be modeled using a Bayesian network parameterized from an inventory of site 
characteristics.  Our objective is thus to maximize the sum of the expected values of Realized 
Site-Quality Index (see Schapaugh & Tyre 2012) in the purchased sites. 
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States of the System 
 We define a state as a description of the system at a particular point in time.  More 
specifically, a state is the minimally-dimensioned function of history relevant to the decision-
making process.  The term ‘minimally-dimensioned’ is included such that the state is 
compact as possible, while still capturing the information needed to make a decision at time t 
(Boutilier et al. 1999).  To define the states of the system, first assume that there are r sites to 
select from, each having an expected value (EV) of Realized Site-Quality Index.  Then, let b be 
an     vector with elements,                               At any point in time, every 
site is unreserved and unavailable, unreserved and available, or included in the reserve 
network.  We define two state variables,             (each being an    vector) that describe 
the state of the system at time t:   
       
                                             
           
      
       
                                        
           
     
Note that       can be 1 if and only if        .  The states of the system are given by the 
different assignments to these two vectors of state variables. 
Actions and Constraints 
 For simplicity, we restrict the feasible set of actions to include only two options: (1) 
purchase or (2) reject the site placed on the market.  We define the control variable    as an 
    vector where: 
       
                                  
           
  
However, if the system enters an absorbing state (where the budget has been exhausted, see 
below), neither of these actions is possible, and the decision is forced to be (3) do nothing.  
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 We introduce two constraints.  First, we can only purchase what’s on the market.  
We also assume a limited budget, that is we can only acquire a limited number of sites, C.  
Thus, at any stage t, a site can only be acquired if         and         .  For simplicity, 
we do not incorporate variation in site cost. 
State Transitions 
 The state transition function constitutes a model of how the system evolves over 
time.  We assume that the system evolves in stages, where the occurrence of an event marks 
the transition from one stage to the next.  The progression through stages is analogous to the 
passage of time; the two are identical if an action is taken at each stage and every action 
occupies one unit of time.  The system is Markovian in that knowledge of the current state 
renders information about the past irrelevant to predictions of the future, that is: 
                                    We can represent a stationary Markov chain (i.e., the 
distribution predicting the next state is the same regardless of stage) with a single transition 
matrix, of size S x S, where S is the number of states the system can occupy.  This transition 
matrix, A, captures the probabilities governing the system as it moves from stage t to stage t 
+ 1 (Boutilier et al. 1999).   
 Next, we focus our attention on how the system evolves given actions.  At each stage 
and state of the process, the agency has available a feasible set of actions (i.e., buy site; reject 
site).  We must thus supply a transition matrix for each action.  The transition matrices take 
the form                           .  Recall that at any stage t, the state of the 
system s is described by two vectors,   and  .  The transition matrix for each action is 
constructed in two parts.  First, we calculate a matrix of transitions for the vector  .  If the 
decision is made to purchase the site, the transitions are:  
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where     is the vector     in state m,      is the vector     in state n, and        is the 
vector       in state n.  If the decision is made not purchase the site, the transitions are:  
         
             
            
  
Second, we calculate a matrix of transitions for the vector  .  To do so, we must estimate for 
each site a relative likelihood,   , that it becomes available at stage t (    can be thought of as 
an instantaneous probability whereupon its status in stage t does not affect it availability in 
subsequent stages, unless the site is purchased).  For convenience, we also define an 
indicator variable, I, where 
    
                             
            
  
If the decision is made to purchase a site, the transitions are: 
         
    
     
 
   
              
           
  
If the decision is made not purchase the site, the transitions are:  
         
    
     
 
   
            
           
  
Then, the full transition matrix for each action is constructed from the component matrices 
by multiplication:  
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Rewards and Solution 
 The problem facing the agency can be viewed as deciding which action to perform 
given the current state of the system.  More generally, we seek a policy,  , which is defined 
as a mapping from the state and stage to actions, that is        .  The problem 
formulated above is solved optimally by backward induction beginning at the end of the 
planning horizon (i.e., the beginning of stage T + 1).  We define a value function V(•) as a 
function mapping the state of the system into the real numbers, that is       ℝ.  At the 
terminal time, the reward in each state is defined by the sum of the expected value of Realized 
Site-Quality Index in the purchased sites: 
                 
 
   
   
Stepping back one period to the beginning of T, we take advantage of the fact that we know 
the value of endowing the future (T + 1) with the levels of each state variable: 
              
   
                
  
                                          
where t is the current stage, s is the current state, s’  is the state at the next stage, and  
                              In words, we choose maximizing actions in reverse 
order.  At the terminal time, T, the best action in each state is selected.  In T -1,          is 
found by selecting the action that maximizes the expected terminal reward.  These expected 
values are calculated by weighting all possible outcomes over the next time step by their 
probability of occurrence and summing the results.  This process is repeated in stage T – 2, T 
– 3, and so on, until stage t = 1.  This step-by-step procedure accomplishes one primary 
objective: it finds the set of actions that maximize the Bellman equation in Equation (1).   
This set of actions is the optimal policy.  For more discussion on MDPs and dynamic 
programming techniques, see Putterman (1994) and Mangel and Clark (2000). 
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Example Reserve Selection Problem 
 For the purpose of demonstration, consider the following reserve selection problem: 
we assume that ten sites are available for acquisition, the budget allows for the selection of 
three of those sites, and the reward of each site is considered known (Table 2-1).  We develop 
this example to explore two themes: (1) the importance of a finite decision period (we 
assume that the agency cannot ‘hold-out’ for the best sites forever, therefore resources must 
be invested by the end of the decision period); and (2) to investigate how uncertainty in the 
distribution governing state transitions influences optimal decision-making.   
 We make two different assumptions about the site-specific entries in the vector  .  
The first (hereafter referred to as parameterization A) assumes no prior knowledge and thus, 
we adopt the ‘principle of indifference’ as the rule for assigning these epistemic probabilities.  
In this context, the principle of indifference states that if there are m sites, then each entry in 
the vector   should be assigned an equal probability of 1/m.   In Bayesian statistics, this 
would be referred to as the simplest, non-informative prior.  The second (hereafter referred to 
as parameterization B) assumes that the entries in the vector   are related to site quality.  We 
assigned these probabilities according to the frequency distribution of the realized site-quality 
index on a sample of 50 properties in the Central Platte River Basin (see Schapaugh & Tyre 
2012).  This parameterization was selected to reflect the possibility that higher quality sites, 
for multiple reasons, may be harder to come by.   
 In the results that follow, it is cumbersome to examine the complete decision space; 
most of the information in the optimal policy will not be realized because, given any 
particular trajectory, the system will not visit much of the state space.  Instead, we focus on 
general patterns in the results and illustrate our discussion with relevant examples.   
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RESULTS 
  We first consider the portion of the state space where no sites have been purchased.  
Stochastic dynamic programming simultaneously gives the optimal    (the decision to 
purchase or reject a site in stage t) and the value function one stage forward.  Irrespective of 
which parameterization we choose, the optimal decision to purchase or reject depends on the 
time remaining in the decision period (Figure 2-1).  As the number of purchase opportunities 
remaining decreases, the likelihood of high-quality sites becoming available decreases.  The 
optimal decision to purchase or reject also depends on the distribution governing state 
transitions.  The expected terminal reward for rejecting low-quality sites (i.e., EV = 1, 2, 3) 
was higher when we assumed uniform probabilities (Figure 2-1).  When the best properties 
are harder to come by (as in our second parameterization), the optimal policy is to become 
less selective. 
 We next consider the portion of the state space where one site has been purchased.  
Again, the optimal decision to purchase or reject depends on the time remaining in the 
decision period and on the distribution governing state transitions (Figure 2-2).  The 
expected terminal reward for rejecting low-quality sites was substantially higher when we 
assumed uniform probabilities.  The optimal policy given parameterization A associates less 
risk with rejecting high quality properties, especially early in the decision period, as 
compared to the optimal policy given parameterization B (compare Figure 2-2; Figure 2-3).  
Comparing this portion of the state space with the last (where no sites have been purchased), 
we find that the information in the optimal policy accounts for the number of investments 
that have already been made.  Having already purchased one site, we can be more selective 
(compare Figure 2-1; Figure 2-2).  
 We finally consider the portion of the state space where two sites have been 
purchased.  It is under these circumstances that the optimal policy is the most selective.  
Again, the expected terminal reward for rejecting low quality sites was substantially higher 
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when we assumed uniform probabilities (compare Figure 2-4; Figure 2-5).  With only one 
site left to purchase, we found that a time-independent strategy exists within the 10-purchase 
opportunities time horizon.  With at least seven purchase opportunities remaining, the 
optimal strategy was generally to simply wait for the highest quality site (EV =10) to become 
available (Parameterization A, Figure 2-4).  Given our second parameterization, the optimal 
strategy was more conservative, nonetheless we should still hold out for a high quality site 
(EV = 7, 8, 9, 10; Figure 2-5).    
DISCUSSION 
 The primary goal of this exercise has been to build upon the framework first 
described by Schapaugh and Tyre (2012).  In this framework, a Bayesian network is used to 
integrate correlates of persistence for multiple species into a single currency – site quality.   
This quantity is, in turn, an explicit measure of performance used in optimization.  In their 
initial presentation, Schapaugh and Tyre (2012) focused on a single acquisition; we have 
extended this model to the problem of acquiring multiple sites through time.  We stress that 
this framework is not intended to be a replacement for more traditional population-level 
analyses when sufficient data and expertise are present.  Instead, we consider it an 
alternative that extends the reserve selection framework to include population viability.  We 
hope to provide a discussion of the method and results as they relate, generally speaking, to 
the problem of accounting for reserve adequacy in sequential reserve selection.  In doing so, 
we discuss limitations of and alternatives to our approach and suggest directions for 
extending this work. 
 Systematic approaches to decision-making are essential, especially in this context, 
which involves deciding how to allocate limited resources in space and time.  Reserve 
selection methods are simply one way of seeking the ‘biggest bang for the conservation buck’ 
(Moilanen et al. 2009).  Our method illustrates how such rewards will respond to changes in 
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key (sometimes circumstantial) factors, such as the number of purchase opportunities 
remaining and how the system evolves over time.  The first of these, the temporal or 
opportunity aspect, is important regardless of how the system evolves (speaking primarily of 
the vector  ) or which state of the system we are in.  Our results indicate that the 
conservation agency should become less selective as the number of purchase opportunities 
remaining decreases and accept sites with lower, but guaranteed, rewards.  This strategy may 
result in the rejection of a property with a comparatively high Realized Site-Quality Index early 
in the decision period, only to later purchase one or more sites with a lower reward.  The 
optimal policy, which is generated by explicit state-space enumeration, accounts for this 
possibility, and has determined that such time-dependent selectivity will result in superior 
expected terminal rewards (for a similar result, see McDonald-Madden et al. 2008). 
 The second key factor is the vector  ; the optimal decision to purchase or reject 
depends on the distribution governing state transitions.  The expected terminal reward for 
rejecting low quality sites was higher when we assumed uniform probabilities.  This is 
because the expected values are calculated by weighting all of the possible outcomes over the 
next time step by their probability of occurrence and summing the results.  When high 
quality sites are harder to come by (as in parameterization B), the expected terminal reward 
for ‘holding out’ for such sites is lower because their associated probability of occurrence is 
also lower.  The optimal policy is thus to become less selective (see Haight et al. 2005 for a 
similar result). 
 A simple way of including dynamics into the reserve selection problem is to assume 
land managers are restricted to purchasing sites that have been placed on the public market 
voluntarily.  It should be noted, however, that every aspect of a planning problem can be a 
function of time (Possingham et al. 2009).  Consider, for instance, the chance of habitat loss 
in sites that have not been purchased.  This could be incorporated with a relatively minor 
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modification of the existing model.  The probability of being put up for sale could be 
reinterpreted as the probability of development in a given stage.  Then a site cannot be 
reserved once it is developed.  It would also be possible to accommodate additional 
complexities such as varying levels of protection (through compensation payments or 
conservation easements), ecological restoration, or the possibility of selling previously 
acquired sites.  We presented a binary case, where a site was purchased or rejected, and 
purchases were assumed to be irreversible.  ‘Un-reserving’ a site, however, is conceptually 
simple; the model must include an additional control variable that allows the decision-maker 
to sell back a previously acquired site.  This idea of swapping out some areas for others is 
relatively new (see Fuller et al. 2010), even though global investments in land acquisition 
have slowed in recent decades (Emerton et al. 2006).  Return-on-investment analyses should 
therefore receive more attention, especially considering that a ‘trade-in to trade-up’ strategy 
can increase the quality, and perhaps amount, of area that can be protected, with no increase 
in spending (Fuller et al. 2010).   
 We assumed that land values were independent of what sites had been purchased or 
put up for sale.  It is unlikely that both site availability and land values will not depend on 
what has happened on neighboring or nearby sites (Costello & Polasky 2004).  For example, 
if a site is reserved, the value of neighboring sites may increase (sensu Sabbadin et al. 2007; 
Toth et al. 2011), which introduces spatial correlation among land prices.  In this case, 
decisions must take into account not only the reward of the site, but also the effect that 
buying the site would have on land values of other potential acquisitions.  Dynamic 
optimization models can incorporate value functions that depend on the history of decisions 
(i.e., the pattern of reserve selection).  The complete history would be the sequence of states 
and actions from stage 0 to the point of interest and would be represented by a (possibly 
infinite) sequence of tuples of the form                            .  The value function 
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would be additive, i.e. the sum of the reward and/or cost function values amassed over the 
history of stages.  Because of the probable influence of spatial correlation, making land 
values endogenous in this way would most likely increase the value of a dynamic approach 
(Costello & Polasky 2004).   
 While the framework we have presented provides a suitable conceptual foundation 
for sequential reserve selection, the direct implementation of dynamic programming 
algorithms often proves difficult when applied to some realistically-sized problems (i.e., 
hundreds of sites).  Our approach does not take advantage of the fact that the goal and initial 
states may be known; we compute the value assignments for all states at all stages.  This can 
be wasteful from a computational perspective since optimal actions will be computed for 
states that cannot possibly be reached from an initial state or lead to a goal region. When the 
initial and goal states are known, it may be advantageous to consider the problem as a tree 
(or graph) search.  Each state in the state space would correspond to a leaf (or node) of the 
tree.  With the initial and goal states identified, the search proceeds forward or backward 
through the tree.  In forward search, the initial state forms the root of the search tree.  Then, 
each action is applied which extends the plan by one stage, generating a unique successor 
state (this is a new leaf node).  This node can be bounded if the state it defines is already in 
the tree or the search may end when a state is identified as a member of the goal set (in 
which case a solution can be drawn from the tree).  In backward search, the goal state forms 
the root of the search tree, and the search is expanded by adding all states that a given action 
would prompt the system to enter the chosen state.  A state can again be pruned if it appears 
in the tree already.  The search terminates when the initial state is added to the tree, giving a 
solution that can be extracted.  The important point to observe is that both forward and 
backward searches restrict their attention to the relevant and reachable states.  Both can have 
advantages over explicit enumeration strategies, especially if only a fraction of the state space 
is reachable or connected to the goal region (Boutilier et al. 1999).   
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 State-based search techniques are not limited to deterministic, goal-oriented 
problems.  Knowledge of the initial state can also be exploited in stochastic settings, forming 
the basis of decision tree search.  Each action at the initial state forms the first level of the 
tree.  The states that result when each action is applied are placed at the second level.  The 
third level has the actions applicable at the states at the second level and so on.  Values at the 
leaves of the tree are computed first and then values at successively higher levels are 
determined using the preceding values.  This is referred to as a ‘rollback’ procedure and the 
maximizing actions form the optimal policy (Boutilier et al. 1999).   
 Unfortunately, the branching factor for stochastic problems is generally much greater 
than that in deterministic settings.  One way around this difficulty is real-time dynamic 
programming (Korf 1990; Barto et al. 1995).  Nicol et al. (2010) provide the only example (to 
our knowledge) of this in the ecological literature.  They applied an on-line, sparse sampling 
algorithm developed by Kearns et al. (2002) to a hypothetical fish metapopulation where the 
objective was to maximize the number of occupied patches during the management horizon.  
The term ‘on-line’ means that the policy is evaluated one step at a time based on the current 
state of the system.  The algorithm looks ahead a defined number of steps and a rollback 
procedure is applied to this partially expanded search.  Because the algorithm only looks at 
states in the vicinity of the current state, the policy will only approximate the optimal 
solution.  Nonetheless, the method is attractive because the running time is determined 
primarily by the number of look-ahead steps, which is independent of the size of the state 
space (Kearns et al. 2002).   
 While research on the development and refinement of reserve selection methods is 
accelerating, many authors have criticized conservation planners of being preoccupied with 
the process which has, in turn, manifested an implementation crisis (see, for example, 
Knight et al. 2006).  Carefully deciding which method is best suited to the task at hand, 
while considering who the intended user is, is just as important to the process as evaluating 
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decisions.  Maximizing site quality represents a compromise between the use of ad hoc or 
generic spatial design criteria and more intensive computational tools, like spatially-explicit 
population models.  There may be a loss in precision by using site quality as a surrogate for 
more direct measures of persistence.  However, we believe this simplification is defensible 
when sufficient data, expertise, or other resources are lacking.  We hope that our work will 
stimulate additional interest in the problem of accounting for reserve adequacy in 
conservation planning.   
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Table 2-1. Sites, their expected values, and 
associated probabilities in the vector q. 
Site EV† A‡ B‡ 
1 1 0.10 0.06 
2 2 0.10 0.22 
3 3 0.10 0.20 
4 4 0.10 0.18 
5 5 0.10 0.12 
6 6 0.10 0.10 
7 7 0.10 0.06 
8 8 0.10 0.04 
9 9 0.10 0.02 
10 10 0.10 0.00 
      
 † EV = Expected Value Realized Site-Quality Index 
‡ Parameterization; denoting the site-specific 
entries in the vector q. 
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Figure 2-1. Optimal decision space for the portion of the state space where no sites have been 
purchased. Red = reject site; Gray = purchase site.  Parameterization A is shown on top; 
Parameterization B is shown on the bottom. 
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Figure 2-2. Optimal decision space for the portion of the state space where one site has been 
purchased; Parameterization A. Red = reject site; Gray = purchase site. Blue indicates the site that has 
already been purchased. 
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Figure 2-3. Optimal decision space for the portion of the state space where one site has been 
purchased; Parameterization B. Red = reject site; Gray = purchase site. Blue indicates the site that has 
already been purchased. 
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Figure 2.4. Optimal decision space for (a sample of) the portion of the state space where two sites 
have been purchased; Parameterization A. Red = reject site; Gray = purchase site. Blue indicates the 
sites that has already been purchased. 
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Figure 2.5.Optimal decision space for (a sample of) the portion of the state space where 
two sites have been purchased; Parameterization B. Red = reject site; Gray = purchase 
site. Blue indicates the sites that have already been purchased. 
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Chapter 3. A SIMPLE METHOD FOR DEALING WITH LARGE STATE SPACES  
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ABSTRACT 
Most sequential decision-making problems in conservation can be viewed conceptually and 
modeled as a Markov decision process.  The goal in this context is to construct a policy that 
associates each state of the system with a particular action.  This policy should offer optimal 
long-term performance in the sense of maximizing or minimizing a specified conservation 
objective.  Dynamic programming algorithms rely on explicit enumeration to derive the 
optimal policy.  This is problematic from a computational perspective since the size of the 
state space grows exponentially with the number of state variables.  We present a state 
aggregation method where the idea is to capture the most important aspects of the original 
MDP, find an optimal policy over this reduced space, and use this as an approximate 
solution to the original problem.  Applying the aggregation method to a species 
reintroduction problem, we demonstrate how we were able to reduce the number of states by 
75%, reduce the size of the transition matrices by almost 94% (324 versus 5184), and the 
abstract action matched the optimal action more than 86% of the time.  We conclude that 
the aggregation method is not a panacea for the curse of dimensionality, but it does advance 
our ability to construct approximately optimal policies in systems with large state spaces. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Markov decision processes (MDPs) have come to play an increasingly important role 
in conservation planning research, forming the basic model for recent investigations into 
metapopulation management (e.g., Westphal et al. 2003), invasive species control (e.g. 
Bogich & Shea 2008), translocation (e.g., Tenhumberg et al. 2004), and sequential reserve 
selection (e.g., Costello & Polasky 2004).  The goal in such applications is to construct a 
policy that associates each state of the system with a particular action.  This policy should 
offer optimal performance in the sense of maximizing or minimizing a specified conservation 
objective (Possingham et al. 2001).   
 A standard technique for solving finite-horizon MDPs is backward induction.  This 
dynamic programming algorithm relies on an extensional representation of the state space 
and explicit enumeration (i.e., every state is visited at every time-step) to derive the optimal 
policy.  Specifying the effects of actions in terms of state transitions can be problematic, 
however, because the size of the state space grows exponentially with the number of state 
variables.  For example, a problem with 15 binary (0 or 1) state variables (215 = 32,768 states) 
would require transition matrices with 1,073,741,824 entries to represent the effects of each 
action.  This “curse of dimensionality” (Bellman 1961) has an impact on the feasibility of the 
specification and solution of MDPs in the context of real-world conservation planning. 
 A great deal of emphasis in the artificial intelligence community has been placed on 
dodging the curse of dimensionality by means of approximation (for discussion, see Boutilier 
et al. 1999; Li et al. 2006; Chapter 6 of Bertsekas 2007; Powell 2007).  One class of methods 
involves restricting search to locally-accessible regions of the state space (for examples in 
conservation, see Nicol et al. 2010; Nicol & Chades 2011).  These methods generally take 
advantage of the fact that the current state of the system may be known, forming the basis of 
what we view as an abbreviated version of decision tree search.  Each action at the current 
state forms the first level of the tree.  A generative model is then used to simulate the possible 
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future states given each action, which are placed at the second level of the tree.  The third 
level has the actions applicable at the states at the second level and so on, looking ahead a 
defined number of steps.  A sub-MDP calculation is then carried out on the simulated future 
states, which approximates the optimal action for the root of the search tree (i.e., the current 
state).  The important point to observe is that attention is restricted to the locally-accessible 
regions of the state space.  This can have advantages over conventional dynamic 
programming techniques, especially if only a fraction of the state space is connected to the 
current state in a given number of look-ahead steps (Boutilier et al. 1999). 
 The primary disadvantage of these local search methods is that many states are 
ignored in policy construction.  The work of Nicol et al. (2010) and Nicol and Chades (2011) 
can be viewed as applications of ‘on-line’ methods that handle the problem in a serial 
fashion.  They sacrifice the optimal policy for a fast, local approximation that applies only to 
the current state.  Here, we explore a way that also sacrifices the optimal policy, but does so 
for an approximation that applies to every state in the state space.  We describe an 
abstraction method proposed by Dearden and Boutilier (1997).  The method is a form of 
state aggregation; more specifically, we use the reward structure of the problem to select a 
subset of the state variables whose impact on the value of a state is minimal, negligible, or 
absent.  These state variables are then deleted from the problem description.  The abstract 
state space (which is exponentially smaller than the original) is found by aggregating all 
states that agree on the values of the state variables that remain.  The idea is to capture the 
most important aspects of the original MDP, find an optimal policy over this reduced space, 
and use this as an approximate solution to the original problem.  We first review MDPs and 
the backward induction algorithm, then the method, problems with it, and interesting 
conclusions are illustrated with two problems in conservation planning. 
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Markov Decision Processes 
 Markov decision processes (Bellman 1957) provide a mathematical framework for 
modeling sequential decision-making problems.  As the name implies, MDPs are an 
extension of Markov chains; the difference is the addition of actions (to influence the state of 
the system) and rewards (giving motivation).  An MDP is defined by the following 
components: a set of states    ; a set of actions:    ; a state transition function:  ; and a 
reward:        for executing action   in state  .  At each stage (or time step), the decision-
maker observes the state of the system and selects an action. The state and action choice 
produce two results: the decision-maker receives a reward and the system transitions from 
one stage to the next.  These transitions are not deterministic, instead, each action is 
represented by a transition matrix of size    , containing the probability that performing x 
in state s will move the system to state s’, i.e.,          
             (Putterman 1994).   
 The problem facing the decision-maker can be viewed as deciding which action to 
perform given the current state of the system.  More generally, we seek a policy,  , which is 
defined as a mapping from the state and stage to actions, that is        .  When a 
problem’s horizon is finite (i.e., a fixed number of stages, T), a standard technique for 
optimal policy construction is backward induction.  The algorithm proceeds as follows: 
1) Set       and               for all       (terminal value is a function of the 
state) 
2) Substitute     for   and compute          for each     using: 
            
    
                              
  
         
3) If    , stop, otherwise return to step (2). 
In words, the algorithm chooses maximizing actions in reverse order.  At the terminal time, 
T, the best action in each state is selected.  In T -1,          is found by selecting the action 
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that maximizes the immediate reward plus the expected terminal reward.  These expected 
values are calculated by weighting all possible outcomes over the next time step by their 
probability of occurrence and summing the results.  This process is repeated in stage T – 2, T 
– 3, and so on, until stage t = 1.  This procedure accomplishes one primary objective: it finds 
the set of actions that maximize the Bellman equation in Step (2).   This set of actions is the 
optimal policy.  For more discussion on MDPs and dynamic programming techniques, see 
Putterman (1994) and Mangel and Clark (2000). 
METHODS 
 Backward induction and other dynamic programming algorithms use an extensional 
representation for the set of states.  We mentioned previously how the transition function for 
this representation requires a set of     matrices, one matrix for each action.  For problems 
with a large number of states, the specification and storage requirements for these action 
descriptions can be cumbersome, if not prohibitive.  Dearden and Boutilier (1997) provide an 
appealing approximation technique to overcome this difficulty.  For clarity and ease of 
presentation, we describe the algorithm in four steps: 1) decide which state variables are 
most important (this defines an abstract state space    ); 2) for each action, build an abstract 
transition function   ; 3) simplify action descriptions   ; and 4) construct the abstract reward 
function   .  Once we have constructed the abstract MDP              , we can compute the 
optimal abstract policy,   , using any standard solution technique.   
Abstract State Space 
 Constructing an abstract MDP requires that we identify the state variables that must 
be retained in the problem.  We first identify a set of immediately relevant      state variables.  
This set is formed by examining the reward structure of the problem and selecting the state 
variables which have the greatest impact on the reward for each state.  The larger this set is, 
the more accurate the abstraction will be.  Thus, by varying the size of the    set, we can 
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examine the balance between the quality of the abstraction and the feasibility of the 
specification.  Specifically, we examine each state variable that appears in the reward 
function and calculate the maximum range of the reward function for each of its values.  In 
general, state variables with smaller ranges have greater overall effect on reward than 
variables with larger ranges; these should be retained first.   
 The    set contains state variables that appear in the reward function.  It does not, 
however, include every state variable needed for the abstraction.  For example, in a problem 
where the reward is large if variable   is true and small otherwise, the    set would be    .  
But if an action that makes   true requires a second state variable, say  , to be true also, then 
  is clearly relevant: failing to retain   may not give the decision-maker the ability to affect   
as they should.  To define the set of relevant     state variables, Dearden and Boutilier (1997) 
adopt a probabilistic analog of STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson 1971).  In the STRIPS 
representation, actions are represented using lists of effects, or sets of state variables that 
change value when an action is executed.  The state that results when an action is executed 
at state s is simply the result of applying effect E to s, that is                   .  
Following Kushmerick et al. (1994), we assume that the conditions where an action can have 
different effects are described by a set of discriminants, which are a set of mutually exclusive 
and exhaustive formulae that partition the state space.  We denote SV (  ) to be the set of 
state variables occurring in   , where   is the unique action discriminant such that   is 
contained in   .  Because we are dealing with stochastic actions, a number of effects might 
occur with non-zero probability.  Specifically, for each   , we assign a stochastic effects list of 
the form    
    
      
    
  , where each   
  is an effect and each   
  is the probability that the 
effect will occur.  An action now induces a probability distribution over the possible resulting 
states. 
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 The set of relevant     state variables is defined as the smallest set satisfying the two 
following conditions: 1)     ; 2) if     and for an effect   
 ,        
  , then         
 .  What the second condition is saying is that only the state variables in a discriminant that 
might probabilistically lead to a relevant effect are deemed important.  To generate the set of 
relevant state variables, we simply back-step through action descriptions to see what state 
variables influence those in the    set, what state variables influence those, and so on (for an 
automated approach, see Figure 6, Dearden and Boutilier [1997]).  After finding the set of 
relevant state variables, the abstract state space is found by aggregating all of the states in the 
original MDP that agree on the values of the state variables in the relevant set.  By treating 
each aggregate cluster as a state in the abstract MDP, we ignore the details of the state 
variables that do not appear in .  
Abstract Transition Function 
 In addition to the abstract state space, we need a state transition function that is 
compatible with the aggregate clusters.  The definition of   (in particular, the requirement 
that all state variables of a discriminant be added to   whenever the corresponding effect is 
in ) ensures that the states in any given cluster have the same transition probabilities for 
each action.  More accurately, every state in a cluster has the same probability of 
transitioning to another cluster.  As a result, we can assign the transition probability for any 
state in the cluster to the cluster itself.   
Abstract Actions 
 The fact that we can assign the transition probability for any state in the cluster to the 
cluster itself permits a simple syntactic procedure to build abstract action descriptions; we 
simply delete all reference to irrelevant state variables from the actions in the original 
problem.  The steps needed to construct an abstract action description, given the set  : 1) 
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delete irrelevant state variables from each    and   
 ; and 2) for each   , collapse any effects 
that have become identical into a single reduced effect with probability    
 . 
Abstract Reward Function 
 The abstract reward function must associate a reward with each cluster.  We assign 
the midpoint of the range of rewards for the states in   .  More formally, let       and 
       denote the minimum and maximum values of the set            , respectively.  The 
abstract reward function is: 
     
              
 
  
This choice of    minimizes the maximum difference between       and     .   
Bounding the Error of an Abstract MDP 
We can place a bound on solution quality by calculating the value lost by using the 
abstract policy in the original problem.  Quality in this sense is characterized by the 
maximum reward span of the abstract MDP, where we first define the reward span of a 
cluster as the maximum range of possible rewards for that cluster: 
                             
where         and         are defined as above.  Thus, the reward span for a cluster is twice 
the maximum degree to which the estimate       of the reward associated with a state differs 
from the true reward      for that state.  Then, the maximum reward span, δ, over all the 
clusters in the abstract state space    is: 
     
    
            
Perhaps the most important result presented by Dearden and Boutilier (1997) is that by 
utilizing an abstract solution in the original problem, a decision-maker is guaranteed to lose 
no more than a reward of δ per stage of the process.  In addition, the smaller the reward span 
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of the clusters used in the abstract MDP, the better the performance guarantees on the 
abstract solution.  
EXAMPLES 
 We use two examples to illustrate the abstraction algorithm.  The first example has a 
trivial number of states, but its small size lends itself to an easy description of how the 
abstraction algorithm works.  We develop this example step-by-step, including the STRIPS-
style action and reward representations and we compare the performance of the abstract 
solution with the true optimal policy.  We then present a much larger example, one in which 
problem size prohibits the use of standard dynamic programming techniques.   
Species Reintroduction 
 In our first example, we suppose that an agency is charged with the task of 
reintroducing a species to a portion of its former range.  We assume that individuals may be 
captured from an existing source population, transferred and held at a captive facility, then 
released into the new target population.  The agency is rewarded for establishing the target 
population, but they are penalized if the existing source population is eradicated (because of 
capture and translocation).  Additionally, there is concern about disease transmission while 
wild individuals are held at the captive facility.  The agency is again penalized if this 
transmission occurs.  This sequential decision-making problem is characterized by five state 
variables (variable and action names shown in italics; values each variable can take are 
shown in parentheses): Source Population Size (0; 1-20; 21+); Captive Population Size (0; 1-20); 
Target Population Size (0; 1-20; 21+); Captive Infected (True; False); Wild Infected (True; False).  
The agency has four actions at their disposal, three of which may fail: Capture (i.e., remove 
individuals from Source Population); Release (i.e., release individuals into Target Population); 
Isolate (i.e., quarantine wild individuals from captive population); and Do Nothing (i.e., just as 
it sounds).  The effects of these actions and their probabilities are shown in Table 3-1. 
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 There are three state variables that influence the reward assigned to a state: Source 
Population Size; Target Population Size; Wild Infected (Table 3-2 [Nominal Reward]).   The 
influence of the first two state variables is relatively large, while that of Wild Infected is less 
substantial.  Source Population Size has a range of 50 when equal to {0}, a range of 50 when 
equal to {1-20}, and a range of 50 when equal {21+}.  Target Population Size has a range of 60 
when equal to {0}, a range of 50 when equal to {1-20}, and a range of 60 when equal {21+}.  
Both are better candidates for inclusion in the    set than Wild Infected, which has a range of 
90 whether {True} or {False} (Table 3-2).  We thus set    = {Source Population Size, Target 
Population Size}.  To construct , we examine the discriminants of the actions that affect 
these two state variables (Table 3-1).  In doing so, we notice that Source Population Size 
influences Captive Population Size through action Capture, which, in turn, influences Target 
Population Size through action Release.  We end up with   = {Source Population Size, Captive 
Population Size, Target Population Size}.  The abstract state space consists of those subsets of 
eighteen states that agree on the assignment to these three state variables, but disagree on the 
values of the discarded state variables Captive Infected and Wild Infected.  Notice that         , 
while       .   
Landscape Restoration 
 Our second example involves deciding how to distribute limited resources between 
sites for restoration.  We assume that an agency is allocated a fixed annual budget which is 
used to fund restoration projects.  The agency is rewarded for sites that are in restored 
condition at the end of the planning horizon.  The objective is to maximize the number of 
sites in restored condition while accounting for the fact that different sites contribute 
differently to the reward assigned to a state, unmanaged sites may degrade over time, and 
many restoration projects fail to meet their goals.  The likelihood of success declines as more 
sites are managed (because resources are spread more thinly).  The agency has four actions 
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at their disposal: Top Two (i.e., manage the two most valuable sites); Top Five (i.e., manage 
the five most valuable sites); Top Ten (i.e., manage the ten most valuable sites); and All (i.e., 
manage all sites).   
 We consider a landscape with 20 sites, where each site is a state variable and takes 
on a value of 0 or 1 (representing degraded or restored condition, respectively).  Every state 
variable influences the reward assigned to a state, and, reflecting differences in habitat 
quality, quantity, etc., sites contribute differently to the reward assigned to a state.  Sites 1-5 
have a value of 1 when restored and a range of 214 whether {0} or {1}, Sites 6-10 have a 
value of 5 when restored and a range of 210, Sites 11-15 have a value of 15 when restored 
and a range of 200, Sites 16-18 have a value of 20 when restored and a range of 195, and 
Sites 19-20 have a value of 25 when restored and a range of 190.  We thus set    = = Sites 
11-20 (   =  because every state variable influences the reward assigned to a state).  Notice 
that             while              .  We used Program R v 2.10.0 (R Development Core 
Team) for all analyses. 
RESULTS 
Feasibility of the Specification 
 The utility of a particular abstraction is a function of the feasibility of the 
specification.  In our reintroduction problem, the number of states in the original MDP was 
72, which required four transition matrices with 5,184 entries.  The number of states in the 
abstract MDP was 18, which required three transition matrices with 324 entries.  In the 
landscape restoration problem, the number of states in the original MDP was 1,048,576, 
which would require four transition matrices with 1,099,511,627,776 entries.  The number of 
states in the abstract MDP was 1,024, which required three transition matrices with 
1,048,576 entries. 
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Quality of the Approximation 
 The utility of an abstraction is also a function of the quality of the approximation.  
Recall that we’re trying to capture the most important aspects of the original MDP, find an 
optimal policy over this reduced space, and use this as an approximate solution to the 
original problem.  The extent to which the abstract policy agrees with the optimal policy 
provides a measure of the quality of the approximation.  Accordingly, we can measure 
quality in three ways.  First, we can think of the number of errors as the number of states at 
which the abstract action differs from the optimal action.  Second, we can calculate the value 
lost by using the abstract policy as a solution in the original problem.  Here, loss occurs when 
a sub-optimal decision is carried out in the original state space.  Third, we can compare the 
values for the abstract and optimal policies, describing the deviation between the two as 
another form of error.   
Species Reintroduction 
 The a priori error bound on the value lost per stage was 10 (or 10% of the possible 
range of optimal values).  This is a worse-case bound, and we found that the actual 
maximum value lost was 5.90.  Using the abstract policy as an approximate solution to the 
original problem, the average value lost per stage was 0.61, or 2.33%.  The average error in 
the value of a state was 4.84 (SE = 1.22), with a maximum error of 9.50.  The number of 
optimal actions chosen by the abstract policy per stage was 62 (out of 72), or more than 86% 
(Figure 3-1).  Most importantly, the abstract policy was never wrong when the optimal action 
involved Capture or Release.  As we would expect given the method of construction, the 
disagreement between the abstract and optimal policies occurred when Captive Infected was 
True and Wild Infected was False and there were only two feasible actions: Isolate and Do 
Nothing.  In these states, the optimal action in the original MDP was to Isolate; in the abstract 
MDP, the Isolate action was removed and decision-maker was forced to Do Nothing. 
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 We suspected that the success (or quality) of this abstraction was due, at least in part, 
to the way we assigned reward to each state (Table 3-2).  Specifically, we had defined sub-
goals (Source Population Size, Target Population Size) whose contributions to the value function 
were larger than that of the other sub-goal (Wild Infected).  To push the abstraction, or find 
conditions where the quality of the approximation deteriorated, we tried two alterative 
reward definitions.  In the first alternative (Uniform Reward, Table 3-2), we eliminated the 
preference for the first two sub-goals, making Wild Infected (nearly) as important as the other 
two.  In the second alternative (Preferred Reward; Table 3-2), we valued Wild Infected more 
than either of the other two sub-goals.  A comparison of these two alternatives against the 
‘nominal’ reward assignment is shown in Table 3-3.  Importantly, the quality of the abstract 
policy dropped as the discrepancy in preference for Source Population Size, Target Population 
Size versus Wild Infected was reduced, and then eliminated.  The a priori error bound and 
actual maximum value lost grew to 25 and 14.76, respectively, for the Uniform Reward 
alternative and the number of errors in action choice grew to 16.  Under the Preferred 
Reward alternative, the a priori and actual maximum value lost grew to 40 and 23.62, 
respectively, and the number of errors in action choice was 20 (Table 3-3).   
Landscape Restoration 
 In this much larger problem, the a priori error bound on the value lost per stage was 
30 (or 13.9% of the possible range of optimal values).  As a point of comparison, we 
calculated the same error bound for other possible abstractions (retaining different numbers 
of state variables), which is shown in Table 3-4.  We found that as more state variables were 
included in the abstraction, the better the performance guarantees on the resulting policy.  
This result illustrates that solution quality is a function of reward span, not of problem size.  
The abstraction mechanism ensures that, all else being equal, solution quality does not 
degrade with increases in the number of states.  Like before, the a priori error bound 
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represents a worse-case bound, but, because the size of the state space kept us from finding 
the optimal solution, we have no true values to compare against.  It is also impossible in this 
short paper to display the decision space for the entire problem; for simplicity, we only 
present results from a sample of states where the abstract policy is implemented in the 
original state space (Figure 3-2). 
DISCUSSION 
 Most sequential decision-making problems in conservation can be viewed 
conceptually and modeled as a Markov decision process.  There is a rapidly growing and 
increasingly complex literature that reflects this point.  Most authors are quick to praise this 
optimization framework, yet it would be difficult to find a paper that does not include a one-
line caveat saying that the method will be limited (sometimes severely) by the curse of 
dimensionality.  It is therefore surprising that such little attention has been given to 
approximation methods (but see Nicol et al. 2010; Chades et al. 2011; Nicol & Chades 
2011).  The abstraction algorithm of Dearden and Boutilier (1997) provides a mechanism to 
simplify MDPs with large state spaces.  Using a hypothetical species reintroduction problem, 
we have demonstrated the performance of the algorithm against the optimal dynamic 
programming solution.  This is the first time that an aggregation method of this kind has 
been applied to problems in a conservation-setting.  The algorithm is potentially useful in 
complex decision-making contexts and our efforts will hopefully draw attention to methods 
being developed in the artificial intelligence community.  We hope to provide a discussion of 
the method and results as they relate, generally speaking, to the problem of approximating 
solutions to large MDPs when standard action descriptions are no longer practical.  In doing 
so, we discuss limitations of and alternatives to the approach and suggest directions for 
extending this work. 
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 A number of sequential decision-making problems may prove amenable to the 
abstraction algorithm demonstrated here.  Characteristics that will allow good abstractions 
include the presence of variables that are only marginally relevant to the problem, a multi-
attribute reward function in which the goals of the problem may by achieved or maintained 
independently, and, sub-goals whose contribution to the reward function are larger than 
those of other sub-goals (Dearden & Boutilier 1997).  Problems with these characteristics 
could exist in any part of conservation planning, but perhaps most significant is the area of 
spatial prioritization.  Applications of dynamic programming to landscape reconstruction 
(e.g., Chauvenet et al. 2010) and reserve selection (e.g., Costello & Polasky 2004), for 
example, have usually been limited to problems with less than ten sites.  The abstraction 
algorithm could easily apply to any such problem where sites are prioritized with a scoring 
system.  Other areas include metapopulation management where the number of patches is 
large (e.g., Westphal et al. 2003) and local or regional resource allocation and scheduling 
problems where, again, the number of sites is greater than 10-15.  This research also has 
implications for ecological disciplines outside of conservation planning, including behavioral 
and evolutionary ecology, bio-control in agriculture, and optimal harvesting. 
We have stressed throughout that the utility of an abstraction is a function of the 
feasibility of the specification.  Since the feasibility of the specification is a function of the 
size of the state space, and the size of the state space is exponential in the number of state 
variables, any reduction in the relevant set will result in a dramatic reduction in the size of 
the state space.  In the landscape restoration problem, we were able to reduce the number of 
states by 99.9% (1,024 vs. 1,048,576) and reduce the size of the transition matrices by 
99.99% (1,048,576 vs. 1,099,511,627,776). 
 This reduction in the size of the state space comes at the cost of potentially 
generating sub-optimal policies.  However, the extent to which the abstract policy agrees 
with the optimal policy provides a measure of the quality of the approximation.  In 
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particular, we are interested in the number of states where the abstract action matches the 
optimal action.   In the reintroduction problem, we were able to reduce the number of states 
by 75% (18 versus 72), reduce the size of the transition matrices by almost 94% (324 versus 
5,184), and the abstract action matched the optimal action more than 86% of the time.  More 
importantly, the abstract policy was never wrong on the big decisions.  These ‘big’ decisions 
were related to maintaining Source Population and establishing Target Population.  Put another 
way, errors in action choice occurred only when Capture and Release were not optimal actions 
in the original MDP.  We tried to break the abstraction using alternative definitions of the 
reward function and yes, performance did drop, but even under the ‘worst-case’ scenario 
(represented by the Preferred Reward alternative) the average value lost per stage was less 
than 9%, and the number of optimal actions chosen by the abstract policy was 52 (out of 72), 
or more than 72%. 
  Other state aggregation methods have been developed to deal with the curse of 
dimensionality.  Uther and Veloso (1998) introduced an automated method (Continuous U-
Tree) that takes a continuous, or ordered discrete state space, and splits it to form a 
discretization (a continuous MDP can be thought of as an MDP with an infinite number of 
states; for an application in conservation, see Nicol & Chades 2012).  Continuous U-Tree 
only adds states that are necessary (based on a statistical measure) to maintain the optimal 
solution.  Significance is based on a two-sample Komogorov-Smirnov test.  Boutilier et al. 
(2000) introduced an exact algorithm that uses a dynamic Bayesian network implemented as 
a decision diagram to create an abstract model where states with the same transition and 
reward functions (under a fixed policy) are grouped together (for an application in 
conservation, see Chades et al. 2011).  Givan et al. (2003) called this a form of bi-simulation, 
and several adaptations have been proposed.  Ferns et al. (2004), for example, developed a 
statistical metric to determine the similarity between two states’ transition probabilities, 
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which is then combined with information from the reward function to determined 
aggregation.   
 The optimality provided by the exact aggregation methods described above is 
appealing; however, there are at least four disadvantages to consider.  First, exact 
aggregation methods like those presented by Boutilier et al. (2000) require the state transition 
function for the entire problem to determine the aggregation scheme, whereas with the 
abstraction algorithm presented here we can assign the transition probability for any state in 
the cluster to the cluster itself (meaning we really only have to define the state transition 
function for the reduced problem).  Second, exact aggregation methods require extensive 
effort upfront (e.g., building the dynamic Bayesian network) to determine which states have 
the same transition and reward functions.  In some circumstances, this effort will most likely 
exceed that required to build and solve the MDP in a traditional manner.  With the 
abstraction algorithm, the only required effort of this kind is building the stochastic effects 
list for each discriminant.  Third, problems must have the proper structure for there to be an 
exact aggregation that actually simplifies the state space (Boutilier et al. 2000); for an 
aggregation to be exact, every state in the cluster of the reduced problem must behave the 
same as in the full problem (Li et al. 2006).  This will not always occur, especially when each 
state has a different reward assigned to it, or has a unique transition probability.  Using the 
STRIPS-style reward representation to determine the abstraction scheme ensures that we can 
always simplify the state space.  Finally, exact aggregation methods can be sensitive to 
changes in the parameters of the state transition function.   This is because states are grouped 
when they have the same transition probability and/or reward.  As a result, the aggregation 
may change or no longer be possible following even subtle adjustments in the parameters of 
the state transition function.  The abstraction mechanism (and a priori error bound) operates 
the same regardless of how the transition function is parameterized. 
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 We have introduced a new algorithm to conservation decision-making.  The idea 
behind the abstraction algorithm is to capture the most important aspects of the original 
MDP, find an optimal policy over this reduced space, and use this as an approximate 
solution to the original problem.  The algorithm is not a widespread remedy for the curse of 
dimensionality, but it does advance our ability to construct approximately optimal policies in 
systems with large state spaces.  We hope our work will stimulate additional interest in 
approximate optimization techniques in conservation planning.   
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Figure 3-1. Optimal abstract and original stationary policies.  The states of the system are 
described by the different assignments to the five state variables (in order): Source Population Size; 
Captive Population Size; Target Population Size (values shown on the far left axis); Captive Infected (T 
= True; F = False); Wild Infected (values shown on the far right axis).  Colors indicate optimal 
decision: Grey = Capture; Blue = Release; Red = Isolate; Orange = Do Nothing. 
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Figure 3-2. A sample of the abstract policy in the original landscape restoration problem.  The states 
of the system are described by the different assignments to the twenty state variables representing the 
twenty sites (site quality increases as you move from left to right).  This policy was generated with the 
following probabilities of success given management: Prob. (Success | Top Two ) = 1.00; 
Prob.(Success | Top Five) = 0.65; Prob.(Success| Top Ten) = 0.2.   The annual probability of site 
degradation (without management) was set equal to 0.7.  Colors indicate optimal decision: Grey = 
Top Five; Blue = Top Two; Red = Top Ten.  
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Chapter 4. ACCOUNTING FOR PARAMETRIC UNCERTAINTY IN MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES 
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ABSTRACT 
Markov decision processes have become the standard tool for modeling sequential decision-
making problems in conservation.  In many real-world applications, however, it is practically 
infeasible to accurately parameterize the state transition function.  In this study, we 
introduce a new way of dealing with ambiguity in the state transition function.  In contrast 
to existing methods, we explore the effects of uncertainty at the level of the policy, rather 
than at the level of decisions within states.  We use information-gap decision theory to ask 
the question of how much uncertainty in the state transition function can be tolerated while 
still delivering a specified expected value given by the objective function.  Accordingly, the 
goal of the optimization problem is no longer to maximize expected value, but to maximize 
local robustness to uncertainty (while still meeting the desired level of performance).  We 
analyze a simple land acquisition problem, using info-gap decision theory to propagate 
uncertainties and rank alternative policies.  Rather than requiring information about the 
extent of parameter uncertainty at the outset, info-gap addresses the question of how much 
uncertainty is permissible in the state transition function before the optimal policy would 
change. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Markov decision processes (MDPs) have come to play an increasingly important role 
in conservation planning research, forming the basic model for recent investigations into 
metapopulation management (e.g., Westphal et al. 2003), invasive species control (e.g. 
Bogich and Shea 2008), translocation (e.g., Tenhumberg et al. 2004), harvest management 
(Nichols et al. 2007), and sequential reserve selection (e.g., Schapaugh and Tyre 2012).  The 
goal in such applications is to construct a policy that associates each state of the system with a 
particular action.  This policy should offer optimal performance in the sense of maximizing 
or minimizing a specified conservation objective (Possingham et al. 2001).   
 Markov decision processes rely on probability theory to model state transitions.  
Specifically, each feasible action has an associated transition matrix containing the 
probabilities that performing the action in state s will move the system to state s’.  The 
transition matrices are collectively referred to as the state transition function, and this can be 
estimated from data, learned from experience, or designed by hand.  A common assumption 
amongst ecologists and conservation scientists is that the parameters of the state transition 
function are exactly known; it can be difficult, however, to assign these probabilities with 
such certainty.  Uncertainty may stem from errors in measurement or sampling or any other 
incomplete knowledge of the system (Williams 2001).  It turns out that the optimal policy 
can be quite sensitive to even subtle errors in the state transition function.  Therefore, a 
policy built upon the assumption that the parameters are exact, when in fact they are 
uncertain, can lead to sub-optimal decision-making (Nilim and El Ghaoui 2005).   
 Several authors in the Operations Research community have addressed the issue of 
parametric uncertainty and mitigating its effect on the optimal policy.  The most common 
approach is to assume that the uncertain parameters of the state transition function are 
constrained to lie in an interval (e.g., Satia and Lave 1973; White and Eldeib 1994).  A two-
person stochastic game ensues in which the ‘opponent’ selects the function (from the 
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possibilities defined by the interval matrices) that minimizes expected value, while the 
decision-maker tries to maximize reward over this worst-case scenario.  The resulting policy 
is a min-max strategy.  Such an approach can be computationally demanding, however, 
because an interval matrix actually defines an infinite number of MDPs (because probability 
is continuous and a unique transition matrix defines a unique Markov chain), which can 
(sometimes) require extensive search to find the worst-case distribution.  An alternative 
approach (Shapiro and Kleywegt 2002) assigns a prior probability to each state transition 
function in a user-defined permissible set and then hedges against the worst expected 
performance.  Averaging over the functions in the permissible set leads to a min-max 
formulation of the corresponding dynamic programming problem.  This method, however, 
requires knowledge of the prior distribution on each transition matrix (Nilim and El Ghaoui 
2005): this essentially takes uncertainty at one level of the problem (i.e., what are the 
individual elements of the transition matrices?) and moves it to another level (i.e., what are 
the appropriate prior probabilities on the different transition matrices?).  
We introduce a new way of dealing with uncertainty in the state transition function.  
In contrast to the methods above, we explore the effects of uncertainty at the level of the 
policy, rather than at the level of decisions within states.  The advantage of this approach is 
computational savings.  We use information-gap (info-gap) decision theory (Ben-Haim 2006) 
to ask the question of how much uncertainty in the state transition function can be tolerated 
while still delivering a desired level of performance.  Accordingly, the objective of the 
optimization problem is no longer to maximize expected value, but to maximize local 
robustness to uncertainty (while still meeting the desired level of performance).  Specifically, 
we re-analyze the decision problem explored by Schapaugh and Tyre (2012), using info-gap 
decision theory to propagate uncertainties and rank alternative policies.  Rather than 
requiring information about the extent of parametric uncertainty a priori, info-gap addresses 
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the question of how much uncertainty is permissible in the state transition function before 
the optimal policy would change.   
METHODS 
 We use info-gap decision theory (Ben-Haim 2006) to model uncertainty in the state 
transition function of a Markov decision process.  Info-gap decision theory was developed to 
assist decision-making when probabilistic models of uncertainty are inappropriate or 
unreliable.  Our analysis has three components: (1) a process model; (2) an uncertainty 
model; and (3) a performance requirement.  The process model describes the behavior or 
performance of the system, the uncertainty model describes what is unknown about the 
parameters in the process model, and the performance requirement is a measure or threshold 
below which we consider our performance unacceptable.  We introduce these components 
first before describing the complete info-gap analysis and application in detail. 
PROCESS MODEL 
  The process model describes the performance of the system.  In our case, the 
performance of the system is given by the selected policy (optimal and alternatives) and state 
transition function.  The optimal policy is, of course, the solution to the Markov decision 
process, which is where we begin. 
Markov Decision Processes 
 Markov decision processes (Bellman 1957) provide a mathematical framework for 
modeling sequential decision-making problems.  As the name implies, MDPs are an 
extension of Markov chains; the difference is the addition of actions (to influence the state of 
the system) and rewards (giving motivation).  An MDP is defined by the following 
components: a set of states    ; a set of actions:    ; a state transition function:  ; and a 
reward,       , for executing action   in state  .  At each stage (or time step), the decision-
maker observes the state of the system and selects an action.  The state and action choice 
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produce two results: the decision-maker receives a reward and the system transitions from 
one stage to the next.  These transitions are not deterministic; instead each action is 
represented by a transition matrix of size    , containing the probability that performing x 
in state s will move the system to state s’, i.e.,          
             (Putterman 1994).   
 The problem facing the decision-maker can be viewed as deciding which action to 
perform given the current state of the system.  More generally, we seek a policy,  , which is 
defined as a mapping from the state and stage to actions, that is        .  When a 
problem’s horizon is finite (i.e., a fixed number of stages, T), a standard technique for 
optimal policy construction is backward induction.  The algorithm proceeds as follows: 
4) Set       and              for all        (terminal value is a function of the 
state) 
5) Substitute     for   and compute          for each     using (Bellman 1957): 
            
    
                              
  
         
6) If    , stop, otherwise return to step (2). 
In words, the algorithm chooses maximizing actions in reverse order (working backwards is 
much more efficient from a computational standpoint than ‘forward induction’; see 
Putterman 1994).  At the terminal time, T, the best action in each state is selected.  In T -1, 
         is found by selecting the action that maximizes the immediate reward plus the 
expected terminal reward.  These expected values are calculated by weighting all possible 
outcomes over the next time step by their probability of occurrence and summing the results.  
This process is repeated in stage T – 2, T – 3, and so on, until stage t = 1.  This step-by-step 
procedure accomplishes one primary objective: it finds the set of actions that maximize the 
Bellman equation in Step (2).   This set of actions is the optimal policy.  For more discussion 
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on MDPs and dynamic programming techniques, see Putterman (1994) and Mangel and 
Clark (2000). 
Calculating the Performance of the System 
For any given policy and state transition function, the performance of the system can 
be found by forward simulation: we need a function that samples from the states in the state 
space; a lookup table which stores the state- and stage-specific actions contained in the 
policy; and a generative model which samples the possible future states given the current 
state and action choice.  The sampling function and generative model are both governed by 
the state transition function of the MDP under consideration (this includes the nominal state 
transition function and other possible transition matrices defined by the uncertainty model, 
see Section 2.2).  We begin by sampling a state s from the underlying Markov chain at the 
initial time step, t = 1.  We extract the action for state s at stage t = 1 using the lookup table 
representation of the policy.  The generative model then simulates the state transition process 
from stage t = 1 to stage t = 2.  This procedure is repeated in stage t + 2, t + 3, and so on, 
until the terminal stage t = T.  The expected value of the policy (or performance of the 
system) is then estimated as the empirical average of the reward over many (tens of 
thousands) independent simulation runs. 
UNCERTAINTY MODEL 
 The uncertainty model describes what is unknown about the parameters in the state 
transition function, which can be represented by intervals around the nominal point (here, 
the nominal point corresponds to the matrices of the state transition function used to 
calculate the optimal policy).  For any action (represented by a matrix in the state transition 
function), we define      as the probability of transitioning from state i to state j.  In other 
words,       represents the actual probability that i transitions to j.  Due to its nature, the 
estimate of the transition probability, denoted      , is prone to imprecision and uncertainty.  
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We thus define   and    as the actual and estimated (or nominal) transition matrices, 
respectively.  We can think of each row in the transition matrix as a probability mass 
function, and we therefore define the uncertainty model as: 
                        
 
   
        
 
   
        
 
   
                                                                                     
This model effectively measures the distance between a nominal point and some point that 
represents a given level of performance.  For any given value of α,         is the set of 
possible values of the actual  .  As α increases, the set         becomes more inclusive.  The 
uncertainty model is thus summarized as a family of nested sets,            , rather than 
a single set of possible values of uncertain parameters in the state transition function.  Notice 
that when α = 0,    is the only possible matrix in the absence of uncertainty and        
    .   
INFO-GAP ANALYSIS 
 Ben-Haim (2006) developed the concept of immunity functions to measure the 
desirability of alternative policies relative to the performance requirement.  Immunity 
functions take on two forms: robustness and opportunity.  A policy that meets the 
performance requirement over a wider range of uncertainty is said to be more ‘robust’ or 
‘immune to failure’.  The process model, uncertainty model, and performance requirement 
provide a system of equations that can be solved for estimates of local robustness.  If we let 
    and      be the performance requirement (expressed as an expected value) and expected 
value of policy k, respectively, the robustness function for policy    is: 
                      
        
                                                      
In words, Equation 2 states that the robustness function   for policy    and performance 
requirement     is equal to the maximum value of  , such that the minimum expected 
value     , given uncertainty in the state transition function, is greater than or equal to the 
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performance requirement.   Thus, the robustness function gives the maximum level of 
uncertainty that guarantees an expected value no less than the performance requirement.  
This guarantee requires that, for any given  , we can find the matrix   that minimizes     .  
Generally speaking, this matrix would be found by evaluating the set under the proposed 
value of   (which is an n-dimensional constrained minimization problem where the expected 
value of the policy is used to form the objective function).  Many MDPs, however, are 
defined such that terminal value is a function of the state, and different states have different 
rewards.  In this case, a ‘Robin Hood’ algorithm can be used (as we use in the example 
problem, see below): for a specified  , we subtract the needed probability mass from the 
‘most-valuable’ state (i.e., the state with the highest reward) and add it to the state with the 
lowest reward (Ben-Haim 2006).  This procedure gives the matrix   that minimizes     . 
 Statements in this last paragraph imply that our policies are actually meeting the 
performance requirement over (part of) the range of uncertainty considered.  The second 
type of immunity deals with circumstances when policies do not meet the performance 
requirement: these policies are not desirable in general but, because there is uncertainty in 
the state transition function, there are possibilities of sweeping success (i.e., uncertainty turns 
out to be favorable because the nominal point is pessimistic).  The flip-side of robustness is to 
find the smallest level of uncertainty that enables the possibility of a desirable outcome.  The 
process model, uncertainty model, and performance requirement also provide a system of 
equations that can be solved for estimates of opportunity.  We use the term windfall reward, 
denoted    , as a performance requirement (an aspiration, really) and define the 
opportunity function for policy    as: 
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In words, Equation 3 states that the opportunity function    for policy    and windfall 
reward     is equal to the minimum value of  , such that the maximum expected 
value     , given uncertainty in the state transition function, is greater than or equal to the 
windfall reward.  Thus, the opportunity function is the minimum level of uncertainty that 
entails the possibility of sweeping success.   
APPLICATION: LAND ACQUISITION ON THE CENTRAL PLATTE RIVER 
 To illustrate the method, we reanalyze the decision problem explored by Schapaugh 
and Tyre (2012).  Their work is motivated by a 1997 agreement between the States of 
Nebraska, Wyoming, and Colorado and the U.S. Department of the Interior.  The 
Cooperative Agreement for Platte River Research and Other Efforts Relating to Endangered Species 
Habitats along the Central Platte River, Nebraska was negotiated as a means to maintain and 
improve habitat for three threatened and endangered species – the whooping crane (Grus 
americana), interior least tern (Sterna antillarum athalassos), and piping plover (Charadrius 
melodus).  The relevant objectives of this agreement are: (1) to improve production (via 
number of nesting pairs and fledge ratios) of the two shorebird species; and (2) to increase 
the migratory survival of whooping cranes.  These objectives serve as the desired outcomes 
resulting from the acquisition of habitat along the central Platte River between Lexington 
and Chapman, Nebraska.   
The extent to which these objectives are met is positively related to the quality of 
sites that are acquired and, as demonstrated by Schapaugh and Tyre (2012), site quality can 
be modeled using a Bayesian network parameterized from an inventory of site 
characteristics.  Specifically, they describe a method that integrates correlates of persistence 
for all three species into a single currency-site quality.  This quantity is, in turn, an explicit 
measure of performance used in optimization.  Schapaugh and Tyre (2012) go on to model 
the decision problem as a finite-horizon MDP and use backward induction to determine 
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whether an organization should acquire or reject a site placed on the public market.   A brief 
summary of the problem is as follows. 
The system has S = 2(ymax) states, where ymax is the maximum conservation value of 
the site.  Each state, i, corresponds to a unique combination of two variables: (1) whether a 
site has been purchased (z = 1 if purchased; z = 0 if not) and (2) the Realized Site-Quality Index 
of the site available for purchase, yL, such that:                In the example,        , 
so states 1 through 10 are the value of the site presently available for purchase while states 11 
through 20 represent the value of the site that is purchased.   If the agency decides to 
purchase the site, the state transitions are:  
         
                                  
                           
                                          
       
The first condition represents states where a site has already been purchased. The second 
condition is the transition representing the purchase in the present time step.  Once a site is 
purchased, the system remains in the same state through subsequent time steps (because the 
budget is only sufficient to purchase one site).  If the agency rejects the site, the state 
transitions are:  
         
                  
                            
            
  
where      is an indicator of the site-specific probability of becoming the next available (i.e., 
what is the probability of seeing yL =1,2,…,10).  At the final stage, the terminal reward in 
each state is defined by the expected value of Realized Site-Quality Index in the purchased site: 
          
                                                  
                                                           
  
Here,         is the actual terminal value given that we are in state s at terminal stage  .  
The Bellman equation is: 
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where t is the current stage,   is the action (i.e.,  ={buy,reject}), s is the current state, s’  is 
the state at the next stage,   is the expected terminal value given the current state s and stage 
 , and                                 
Assuming the transition probabilities described in Schapaugh and Tyre (2012) are 
correct, an optimal policy can be derived (Figure 4-1).  For each state of the system, which 
corresponds to the value of the site available for purchase (described by Realized Site Quality 
Index [RSQI]), the optimal decision is given by the color of the square: grey indicates that the 
site should be purchased; red indicates that the site should be rejected.  At the heart of this 
optimization model is the state transition function, which, in this case, gives the probability 
that each site is put up for sale (notice that this is only relevant if the current site is rejected, 
because the budget is one site).  Schapaugh and Tyre (2012) assign these site-specific 
probabilities according to the frequency distribution of a sample of 50 properties along the 
central Platte River.  This parameterization is selected to reflect the possibility that site 
availability is related to frequency on the landscape.  Clearly, these probabilities are subject 
to inaccuracies.  Thus, the question becomes: how much uncertainty is permissible in these 
probabilities before the optimal policy would change? 
We compare the optimal policy to three alternatives.  Each alternative represents a 
different threshold of acceptance (i.e., we accept a site if it meets or exceeds the threshold), 
similar to heuristics currently used by managers.  The thresholds are (policy names shown in 
italics): Threshold = 4 (i.e., accept the site if RSQI  ≥ 4); Threshold = 6 (i.e., accept the site if 
RSQI  ≥ 6); Threshold = 8 (i.e., accept the site if RSQI  ≥ 8).   We use the state transition 
function from Schapaugh and Tyre (2012) and the info-gap model previously outlined 
(Equation 1) to evaluate the robustness and opportunity functions (Equations 2 and 3, 
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respectively) for each policy.  The robustness functions are evaluated with the following 
stepwise procedure: (1) the Robin Hood algorithm defines the state transition function for 
each value of  ; (2) the matrix   which minimizes      is then fed into the procedure 
described in the section Calculating the Performance of the System, which calculates the expected 
value of the policy for the specified value of  .  This procedure is repeated, and the results 
plotted, for fifty equally-spaced values of   between 0 and 1.  The opportunity functions are 
evaluated in a near-identical manner; the only difference is that the Robin Hood algorithm is 
not used to define the state transition function for each value of  .  Instead, for a specified 
value of  , we subtract the needed probability mass from the ‘least-valuable’ state and add it 
to the state with the highest reward.  This algorithm finds the matrix   that maximizes     .  
We used Program R v 2.10.0 (R Development Core Team) for this analysis. 
RESULTS 
The robustness curves for the four policies (optimal and three alternatives) under 
consideration are shown in Figure 4-2.  Notice that when     (i.e., the state transition 
function is assumed certain), the Optimal Policy gives the maximum expected value (as it 
should).  However, as   increases, the expected values of all policies decline.  As   increases 
to ~ 0.04, the rank order changes and Threshold = 6 becomes the policy with the highest 
expected value.  As   increases further, beyond 0.2, the order changes again and Threshold = 
4 becomes the policy with the highest expected value.  Figure 4-2 emphasizes three values of 
the performance requirement    .  If we set      , then we should select Threshold = 4 as 
the policy of those considered with the greatest robustness to uncertainty, 
where              .  If we set our aspirations higher, say       , then Threshold = 4 is 
still the policy with the greatest robustness to uncertainty, however,               .  This 
demonstrates a property of robustness: demanding higher performance from a system 
typically results in lower robustness to uncertainty.  Increasing our aspirations further, to 
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      , and Threshold = 6 becomes the policy of those considered that maximizes our 
robustness to uncertainty while still meeting the performance requirement. 
If the performance requirement is set to values       , then none of the policies are 
acceptable because they do not invoke an expected value  that meets or exceeds the 
requirement.  The opportunity curves for the four policies are shown in Figure 4-3.  Notice 
as   increases, the expected value of all policies increase, and again their rank-order changes.   
The Optimal Policy is the most opportune for levels of         Increasing   beyond 0.1 and 
the most selective policy, Threshold = 8, becomes the policy with the greatest possibility of 
gain.   
Figure 4-3 also emphasizes three values of the windfall reward    . If we set     
 , then we should select the Optimal Policy as the one with the greatest possibility of gain, 
where                .  If we set our aspirations higher, say      , then the Optimal 
Policy is still the policy with the greatest possibility of gain, however,                 .  
Like before, this demonstrates a property of opportunity: demanding higher performance 
from the system typically raises our immunity to opportunity (the possibility of sweeping 
success becomes less likely).   
DISCUSSION 
 Markov decision processes have become the standard tool for modeling sequential 
decision-making problems in conservation.  In many real-world applications, however, it is 
practically infeasible to accurately parameterize the state transition function.  The inability to 
assign probabilities correctly has consequences for the managers who presumably need to 
understand and use the information from these modeling exercises.  The need to evaluate the 
impact of parametric uncertainty on the performance of alternative policies is therefore 
considerable (Regan et al. 2005).  In this study, we have used info-gap decision theory to 
model uncertainty in the state transition function.  We hope to provide a discussion of the 
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method and results as they relate, generally speaking, to the problem of accounting for 
parametric uncertainty in MDPs.  In doing so, we discuss limitations of the approach and 
suggest directions for extending this work. 
Info-gap analysis has the potential to change ‘optimal’ state- and stage-specific 
actions recommended by the policy.  We have placed emphasis on the word optimal because 
the objective is not simply to maximize expected value, but to maximize local robustness to 
uncertainty while achieving the performance requirement.  In the land acquisition example, 
the optimal policy was only reliable if we could ensure that there was essentially no 
uncertainty (              ) in the parameters of the state transition function (Figure 4-
2).  This illustrates how ‘best-model’ strategies are vulnerable to error.  As such, we stress 
that attempts to apply stochastic decision processes to problems in conservation should 
always examine the effects of uncertainty.   
A fundamental property of the robustness function (Equation 4-2) is that it decreases 
as the performance requirement is increased.  In this context, larger values of            are 
preferred over smaller ones, which expresses the tradeoff between the level of the 
performance requirement and robustness to uncertainty.  In addition, the opportunity 
function (Equation 3) increases as the windfall reward increases.  This also represents a 
tradeoff because, in this context, small values of            are desirable.  Together, these 
tradeoffs indicate a particular type of coherence between the robustness and opportunity 
functions.  As the decision-maker’s expectations are reduced, whether they are for 
performance requirement     or windfall reward    , both           and            
show a more favorable picture of the effect of uncertainty.  The robustness function gets 
larger (indicating greater immunity to failure) as     is reduced, and the opportunity 
function gets smaller (indicating less immunity to windfall) as     gets smaller.  The 
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immunity functions           and            are ‘cooperative’ in the sense that they share 
the same trends with varying expectations about     and     (Ben-Haim 2006). 
This is not to say that robust policies are opportune, or vice versa.  We can articulate 
the comparison between robustness and opportunity in the currency of which policy is 
selected.  For example, if we want to guarantee a performance of 5 (Threshold = 6) and be 
opportune to a windfall of 9 (Threshold = 8), we select different policies – you have to tradeoff 
opportunity to gain robustness.  The resolution of this conflict is usually simple, at least in 
the conservation science literature: most decision-makers choose to concentrate on 
robustness (e.g., Regan et al. 2005; Moilanen et al. 2006; Nicholson and Possingham 2007; 
McDonald-Madden et al. 2008; van der Burg and Tyre 2011).  The opportunity function of 
Equation 3 is then a secondary decision-support aid used only in fine-tuning one’s choice 
between alternative policies.  It also must be stressed that Equation 2 (and Equation 3, for 
that matter) does not necessarily determine the decision-maker’s behavior, since           
depends on the performance requirement,    , which is a free parameter.  Put another way, 
          does not necessarily establish a unique preference ordering on the set   of 
available policies.  It is therefore the decision-maker’s responsibility to set the level of the 
performance requirement in consideration of the robustness function (Ben-Haim 2006).   
The advantage of examining the effects of uncertainty at the level of the policy rather 
than at the level of decisions within states (i.e., during policy construction) is computational 
burden.  Accounting for parametric uncertainty during policy construction essentially adds 
additional state variables for the uncertain elements of the transition matrices (for a 
discussion in conservation, see Williams 2009).  This is problematic because dynamic 
programming algorithms rely on an extensional representation of the state space, which 
grows exponentially with the number of state variables, to derive the optimal policy.  This 
“curse of dimensionality” (Bellman 1961) has an impact on the feasibility of the specification 
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and solution of MDPs in the context of real-world conservation planning.  In our approach, 
the info-gap analysis follows the construction of the optimal (and alternatives) policy, which 
contributes nothing to the size of the state space of the underlying problem.   
 The question of how alternative policies should be generated is an important one as 
the results of the robustness analysis are very much conditional on the set of policies 
considered.  In principle, one could evaluate all possible policies; however, this is only 
feasible with a small number of states and stages.  In our example, the alternative policies 
were selected to mimic simple thresholds currently used by managers.  Other options include 
slight or moderate modifications of the optimal policy (our thresholds could be interpreted 
this way), or generating new policies all together by, for example, an iterative heuristic.  A 
myopic policy is one such iterative heuristic built using principles of immediate maximum 
gain, treating every stage as if it were the final period in the MDP.  Near-optimal 
approximations, like the ordering algorithm developed by Moilanen and Cabeza (2007), 
utilize principles of marginal gain to construct sequences of decision having near-maximal 
expected value at the end of the planning horizon.   
 We have demonstrated how info-gap decision theory provides a way to hedge 
against parametric uncertainty in the state transition function.  However, other forms of 
uncertainty exist.  Perhaps most notable is structural uncertainty of the functions that 
describe the dynamics of the system.  In this context, uncertainty arises when there are 
multiple, plausible models of reality and the decision-maker needs more information to 
differentiate the relative utility of each (Tyre & Michaels 2011).  An example is trying to 
decide whether the dynamics of the system are adequately described by a single transition 
matrix (i.e., a stationary Markov chain) or whether the process is non-stationary, with a 
unique transition matrix applying to each stage.  A more concrete example is presented by 
Nichols et al. (2007) regarding the management of North America waterfowl.  Waterfowl 
populations are modeled in terms of mortality that is impacted by recreational hunting, and 
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reproduction is controlled by the number of wetlands on the breeding grounds.  Two 
alternative forms are considered for each function (mortality and reproduction), leading to 
four different models of population dynamics.  This leads to uncertainty about which of the 
four models is most appropriate.  Williams (2009) discusses the challenges and approaches 
for dealing with such structural uncertainty. 
Conventional robust optimization methods can be subdivided into two groups: 
global and local.  Global methods characterize properties of a model’s parameter space, such 
as the size or volume that generates a desired behavior.  Local methods analyze model 
behavior for a specific set of parameters.  Our uncertainty model defines robustness as the 
“size” of the largest region of uncertainty around the nominal transition matrix such that the 
performance requirement is satisfied at every point in the region, and is therefore local in 
nature.  There is a heated and ongoing debate in the conservation science literature about the 
appropriate use of local approaches, particularly when dealing with a likelihood-free 
quantification of uncertainty (i.e., we make or require no distributional assumptions).  The 
primary criticism is that by centering the analysis at a nominal point, large regions of 
uncertainty space are potentially ignored.  This criticism is particularly valid for problems 
that are subject to severe uncertainty, that is, when the nominal point is nothing more than a 
wild guess.  In these circumstances, it would be best to utilize one of the interval methods 
contained in Nilim and El Ghaoui (2005), which are global in nature because the intervals 
are defined to include all feasible values of the uncertain parameters.  There is, however, a 
trade-off that has not been recognized in the debate.  It is true that the validity of the rank 
ordering of decisions generated by an info-gap decision analysis is contingent on the quality 
of the nominal estimate.  However, it is also true that the validity of the rank ordering of 
decisions generated by a global robustness approach is contingent on the assumption that 
each value in the parameter space is in no sense more or less likely than other values-if this is 
wrong it turns out you could do better by focusing on the nominal point.   
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Local methods generally seek robustness against small perturbations in a nominal 
parameter value.  The focus on a nominal point is appropriate when there is some 
confidence about the quality of information represented by that point.  Our approach is 
appropriate under these same conditions, but we are not restricted to examining small 
perturbations.  The info-gap uncertainty model is summarized as a family of nested sets, 
           , rather than a single set of possible values of uncertain parameters in the state 
transition function.  This is an important point to observe in that the interval of uncertainty is 
not fixed nor defined a priori and, even though the analysis is based on a nominal point, we 
are not confined to looking in the neighborhood of the initial estimate.  A careful inspection 
of Figures 4-2 and 4-3 reveals that we calculated robustness relative to the nominal point 
over the entire uncertainty space (i.e., where    ).  This was possible because the 
uncertainty space was bounded (i.e., the rows of the transition matrix are probability mass 
functions which must sum to 1).  In short, with a nominal transition matrix (which we have 
some confidence in) and a given performance requirement, the uncertainty model and 
robustness function presented here can be used to establish a preference ordering on the set 
of available policies: the greater the robustness, the better.   
We have shown in a simple land acquisition problem the benefits of using 
uncertainty analysis in place of classical optimization.  We emphasize that our method is not 
limited to this case.  For instance, it may be applied in areas as diverse as forestry (e.g., Rose 
and Chapman 2003), range management (e.g., Stigter and van Langevelde 2004), fisheries 
management (e.g., Christensen and Walters 2004), waterfowl harvest (e.g., Nichols et al. 
1995), fire management (Richards et al. 1999), invasive and pest control (e.g., Bogich and 
Shea 2008), metapopulation management (e.g., Westphal et al. 2003), and water 
management in hydrologic systems (e.g., Smith and Marshall 2008).  In all of these contexts, 
info-gap analysis can help inform us of the policy that guarantees (at least in terms of expected 
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value) an acceptable outcome while maximizing our immunity to failure.  Accounting for 
uncertainty in this way may change the way policies are evaluated, interpreted, and 
communicated.  A primary goal of this exercise has been to demonstrate how to use info-gap 
to model uncertainty; we hope that our work will stimulate additional interest in the problem 
of accounting for parametric uncertainty in Markov decision processes. 
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Figure 4-1. The optimal decision space to the land acquisition problem given by stochastic dynamic 
programming.  At each purchase opportunity, the optimal decision is to acquire the site if its Realized 
Site Quality Index is at least equal to the time-dependent threshold (dark grey indicates that the agency 
should purchase the site; red indicates that the site should be rejected).  Taken directly from 
Schapaugh and Tyre (2012). 
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Figure 4-2. Robustness curves           versus expected value.  The figure shows expected value per 
policy, for each horizon of uncertainty between 0 and 1.  The thick, solid line shows the expected 
value of a randomly drawn site.  The horizontal axis denotes the maximum uncertainty allowed to 
guarantee the given expected value.  Three alternative performance requirements are emphasized and 
the asterisks mark the best policy for a given performance requirement. 
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Figure 4-3. Opportunity curves            versus expected value.  Details as in Figure 2, except that 
the horizontal axis denotes the minimum uncertainty that allows the possibility of sweeping success. 
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Chapter 5. A PAIR OF SENSITIVITY METRICS FOR INFO-GAP DECISION ANALYSIS 
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ABSTRACT 
Information-gap decision analysis has come to play an increasingly important role in 
environmental management and conservation decision-making.  Info-gap evaluates decisions 
by asking the question of how much uncertainty in the nominal point can be tolerated while 
still delivering a desired level of performance.  This establishes a preference ordering on the 
set of decisions: the greater the robustness, the better.  Still, it might turn out that this rank 
ordering is contingent on the location of the nominal point and placement of the 
performance requirement.  A fundamental question concerns the sensitivity of a given 
conclusion to these parameters.  Here, we develop a pair of sensitivity metrics for info-gap 
decision analysis: the first is a measure of the sensitivity of our conclusion to the location of 
the nominal point; the second quantifies the sensitivity of our conclusion to the placement of 
the performance requirement.  Using two applications from environmental management, we 
demonstrate that the validity of the rank ordering of decisions generated by an info-gap 
decision analysis can be contingent on the location of the nominal point.  But this is not 
necessarily so.  Nonetheless, this cannot be predicted a priori; instead, one must use our 
sensitivity metrics to demonstrate that the rank order generated by an info-gap uncertainty 
model and robustness function is or is not contingent on the location of the nominal point.  
Both sensitivity metrics are an essential addition to the robust optimization toolkit, providing 
a systematic approach for identifying weaknesses in an info-gap decision analysis.  They are 
also needed quantities in the effort to make sound, defensible decisions.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 Information-gap decision analysis (hereafter, info-gap; Ben-Haim 2006) has come to 
play an increasingly important role in environmental management and conservation 
decision-making (e.g., Regan et al. 2005; Moilanen et al. 2006; Nicholson & Possingham 
2007; McDonald-Madden et al. 2008; van der Burg & Tyre 2011).  The popularity has been 
driven by the seemingly ubiquitous need to develop solutions to optimization problems that 
are immune to variation in the model’s parameters.  This variation is often, although not 
always, due to epistemic uncertainty.  Epistemic uncertainty refers to a lack of knowledge 
about a process or system, and is typically characterized with a probability distribution.  
Sometimes, however, we lack the information to accurately parameterize a probability mass- 
or density function; this provides the motivation for the info-gap approach, which makes no 
assumptions about the distribution of uncertainty. 
 Info-gap uses the term robust to describe solutions that are immune to variation.  
Robustness in this context is measured as the ‘size’ of the largest region of uncertainty 
around a nominal point such that a performance requirement is satisfied at all points in the 
region (note the nominal ‘point’ corresponds to the uncertain parameters of interest, which 
can be scalars, vectors, matrices, or functions, or sets of these entities).  Figure 5-1 illustrates 
the idea: the black dot represents the nominal point; the square represents the parameter 
space (one square for each decision); each decision,   , defines a (possibly unique) partition 
of the parameter space, which is divided into two regions, one where the performance 
requirement      is met (i.e.,           ) and one where the performance requirement is 
not met (i.e.,           ).  The circles centered at the nominal point represent a family of 
nested sets, where the largest circle is the largest region of uncertainty around the nominal 
point where the performance requirement is satisfied.  In the two-dimensional example, the 
robustness of decision    is the radius of this largest circle.  For a given performance 
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requirement, such a model can be used to establish a preference ordering on the set of 
available decisions: the greater the robustness, the better. 
 There is a heated and ongoing debate in the conservation science literature about the 
appropriate use of info-gap decision theory.  The primary criticism is that by centering the 
analysis at a nominal point, large regions of the parameter space are potentially ignored 
(Sneidovich 2012).  To fully grasp the substance of this criticism, we must distinguish 
between global and local robustness.  Global methods characterize properties of a model’s 
parameter space, such as the area, volume, or hyper-volume that meets or exceeds a 
performance requirement (Gupta & Rosenhead 1968).  In the two-dimensional example, one 
global measure of the robustness of decision    is:     
                                 
Here,         is simply the area of the parameter space where the performance requirement is 
satisfied.  In contrast, local methods analyze model behavior for a specific set of parameters.  
As previously discussed, info-gap defines robustness as the size of the largest region of 
uncertainty around the nominal point such that the performance requirement is satisfied at 
every point in the region, and is therefore local in nature.  Figure 5-2 illustrates the 
distinction.  From a global perspective, decision     is more robust because            
                      .  From an info-gap perspective, decision    is more robust 
because the circle centered at the nominal point has a larger radius than the circle for 
decision   .   
This example should illustrate that global and local robustness are two 
fundamentally different things, which leads to the question: which one is better?  The 
appropriate, albeit unsatisfying, answer is that it depends.  A global measure is appropriate 
for the condition when the decision-maker has absolutely no information or estimates of the 
true parameter(s) value(s), and therefore needs to assess the performance of each decision 
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over the entire parameter space.  To do this, however, global methods typically assume that 
each value in the parameter space is in no sense more or less likely than other values (e.g., 
White and Eldeib 1994).  As such, they throw away what information we might have, 
information that would be expressed as the estimate of the nominal point.  Further, many 
global measures are of limited practical value because it often proves impossible to formulate 
the criterion (e.g.,                 ) in a manner that is amenable to analytical or 
numerical treatment (Sneidovich 2012).  This is especially true in high-dimensional and/or 
unbounded parameter spaces.  Acknowledging these limitations of global robustness exist is 
needed to recognize the utility of local robustness in general and info-gap in particular. 
Info-gap decision analyses generally seek robustness against relatively small (at least 
in terms of the possibilities defined by the parameter space) but unbounded perturbations to 
a nominal parameter value.  The focus on a nominal point is appropriate when there is some 
confidence about the quality of information represented by that point.  Info-gap is also a 
viable alternative when the characteristics of the problem (e.g., an unbounded parameter 
space) prohibit other (global) techniques.  Under these circumstances, info-gap decision 
analysis can be used to establish a preference ordering on the set of available decisions: the 
greater the robustness, the better.  Still, it might turn out that this rank ordering is contingent 
on the location of the nominal point or the placement of the performance requirement.  A 
fundamental question concerns the sensitivity of a given conclusion to these parameters. 
Here, we develop a pair of sensitivity metrics for info-gap decision analysis: the first 
is a measure of the sensitivity of our conclusion to the location of the nominal point; the 
second is a measure of the sensitivity of our conclusion to the placement of the performance 
requirement.  These metrics are an essential addition to the robust optimization toolkit, 
providing a systematic approach for identifying weaknesses in an info-gap decision analysis.  
They are also needed quantities in the effort to make sound, defensible decisions.  We first 
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review info-gap methodology, including a presentation of a generic uncertainty model and 
robustness function, then the sensitivity metrics are developed and illustrated with two 
problems characteristic of environmental management and conservation decision-making.   
METHODS 
INFO-GAP METHODOLOGY 
 Info-gap evaluates decisions by asking the question of how much uncertainty in the 
nominal point can be tolerated while still delivering a desired level of performance.  This 
establishes a preference ordering on the set of decisions.  This process typically requires three 
components: (1) a process or system model; (2) an uncertainty model; and (3) a performance 
requirement.  For the purpose of illustration, we define these components below rather 
generically; we define more specific examples in the ‘Applications’ section of the paper.  It 
should be noted that there are other possibilities for the uncertainty model and robustness 
function which in no way alter the applicability of the sensitivity metrics presented later in 
this section. 
The process model is a mathematical representation of a system that includes 
decision variables in order to calculate performance.  As we saw earlier, the performance 
requirement is a measure or threshold below which we consider our performance 
unacceptable.  The uncertainty model describes what is unknown about the parameters in 
the process model, which can be represented by intervals of unknown size around the 
nominal point.  We define   as the actual value of the nominal point (again, it’s important to 
recognize that the nominal point corresponds to the uncertain parameters of interest, which 
can be scalars, vectors, matrices, or functions, or sets of these entities).  Due to its nature, the 
estimate of this point, denoted   , is prone to imprecision and uncertainty.  One possible 
uncertainty model is defined as: 
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For any given value of α,         defines the set of possible values of the actual  .  As α 
increases, the set         becomes more inclusive.  The uncertainty model is thus 
summarized as a family of nested sets,            , rather than a single set of possible 
values of the nominal point.  Notice that when α = 0,    is the only possible point in the 
absence of uncertainty and            . 
 Ben-Haim (2006) developed the concept of the robustness function to measure the 
desirability of alternative decisions relative to the performance requirement.  A decision that 
satisfies the performance requirement over a wider range of uncertainty is said to be more 
‘robust’ or ‘immune to failure’.  The process model, uncertainty model, and performance 
requirement provide a system of equations that can be solved for estimates of robustness.  If 
we define       and      as the performance requirement and value of decision   , respectively, 
the robustness function is: 
                          
         
                                                                            
In words, Equation (2) states that the robustness function   for decision    and performance 
requirement       is equal to the maximum value of  , such that the minimum value of   , 
given uncertainty in the nominal point, is greater than or equal to the performance 
requirement.  Thus, the robustness function gives the maximum level of uncertainty that 
guarantees a value no less than the performance requirement.    
SENSITIVITY METRICS 
 For a given performance requirement and nominal point, the uncertainty model and 
robustness function developed above can be used to establish a preference ordering on the set 
of available decisions, where the preferred alternative is the decision which maximizes the 
robustness function.  It often turns out, however, that this rank ordering is contingent on the 
location of the nominal point and placement of the performance requirement.  A critical 
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question is: how sensitive is our conclusion, in terms of the preferred alternative from the 
rank ordering, to the (1) nominal point and (2) performance requirement. 
Nominal Point Sensitivity Function 
 We quantify the first type of sensitivity by finding the distance between the nominal 
point and the closest point in the parameter space where the analysis is repeated and our 
conclusion changes.  We first define the ‘nominal point (NP) distance model’ as: 
                                                                                                    
Much like the info-gap uncertainty model (Equation 1), the NP distance model takes a given 
    and defines the set of possible values of the actual  .  As     increases, the set           
becomes more inclusive and is summarized as a family of nested sets                .  We 
next define the ‘NP sensitivity function’ as:     
                                                                                
where      is the preferred alternative from the initial rank ordering.  In words, Equation (4) 
states that the NP sensitivity function      for preferred alternative     , given nominal 
point   , is equal to the maximum value of     such that the robustness function             
for the preferred alternative is greater than or equal to the robustness function           for 
all other decisions         .  Note that large values of the NP sensitivity function are 
preferred to small ones.  Also note that the robustness of the preferred alternative provides an 
upper bound on the NP sensitivity function.  This is because at the point   where     
             , the preferred alternative no longer satisfies the performance requirement and 
has zero robustness to uncertainty.   
Performance Requirement Sensitivity Function 
 We quantify the second type of sensitivity by finding the shortest distance between 
the ‘nominal’ performance requirement,     , and the performance requirement,    , where 
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our conclusion changes.  Very similar to before, we define the ‘performance requirement 
(PR) distance model’ as: 
                                                                                    
We define the ‘PR sensitivity function’ as:     
                                                                            
In words, Equation (6) states that the PR sensitivity function      for preferred 
alternative     , given performance requirement     , is equal to the maximum value of       
such that the robustness function             for the preferred alternative is greater than or 
equal to the robustness function           for all other decisions         .  Again, large 
values of the PR sensitivity function are preferred to small ones.    
APPLICATIONS 
We use two examples to illustrate the pair of sensitivity metrics.  The first example is 
relatively simple, and includes uncertainty in only a single parameter.  The one-dimensional 
nature of this problem, however, lends itself to easy visualization of the results generated by 
the NP sensitivity function.  The second example is more complex, and includes uncertainty 
in two dimensions.  For both problems, we first introduce the process model which generates 
performance.  We then develop an uncertainty model and robustness function specific to 
each application.  We used Program R v 2.13.0 (R Development Core Team 2011); R-scripts 
of the two process models can be found in the Appendix. 
Harvest Management 
 Using population models to set harvest levels has become the norm in both wildlife 
and fisheries management.  A simple form for a harvested population is: 
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where    is the population size at time  ,   is the initial rate of population growth,   is the 
carrying capacity, and   is the proportion of individuals (of the total population size) 
harvested at each time step.  A typical measure of performance in this type of scenario would 
be total catch (measured as biomass, # of individuals, etc. summed over some time period) 
and a harvest policy would be selected to maximize the performance measure.  The solution 
to this classical optimization problem, however, is sensitive to the value of , which for 
many species will be uncertain.   
 As an alternative, we use an info-gap approach to evaluate three proportional rates of 
harvest, or three values of   (harvest policies shown in italics): 3% Proportional Rate, 5% 
Proportional Rate, 7% Proportional Rate.  Instead of maximizing total catch, we consider the 
critical performance requirement of a threshold level of harvest and define the uncertainty 
model as:   
                                                                                                   
The robustness function is: 
                          
       
                                                                            
We use the logistic model with harvesting (Equation 7) and the info-gap uncertainty model 
(Equation 8) to evaluate the robustness function (Equation 9).  The initial population size 
(i.e.,  ) is set equal to 2,700 individuals, the carrying capacity is fixed at 5,000 individuals, 
the nominal value of    is set equal to 0.10, and the nominal performance requirement,      , 
is 8,000.  Harvest policies are evaluated over a 100 year time span.    
Conservation Resource Allocation 
 Optimal resource allocation has been addressed in a number of different 
conservation contexts, including spatial prioritization, habitat reconstruction, and 
management of threatening processes.  McDonald-Madden et al. (2008a), for example, 
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assess the effect of budget allotments on the annual extinction probability of isolated 
subpopulations.  Employing this relationship, they derive a framework for determining how 
many subpopulations of a threatened species should be managed, given budgetary 
constraints and the costs and effectiveness of management.  McDonald-Madden et al. 
(2008b) extend this work to investigate how uncertainty regarding the relationship between 
resource allocation and probability of extinction influence the number of subpopulations that 
should be managed.   
 Our second application is an extension of these two works.  We assume that at each 
time step, the budget is partitioned equally among the number of managed subpopulations, 
n.  Consequently, the intensity of management per subpopulation decreases as n is increased.  
We can thus write the probability of extinction of a single subpopulation in one year as a 
function of n (McDonald-Madden et al. 2008b): 
  
 
 
       
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
                                                                                 
where    is the annual probability of extinction for a subpopulation that is unmanaged and   
is the budget allocation to the subpopulation in a year.  The value of   specifies what budget 
is required to halve    and   alters the shape of the function.  Varying   and   changes the 
relationship between the probability of extinction and budget allotment.   
 The expected number of extant subpopulations, E, after t time steps is the sum of the 
number of managed subpopulations that persist and the number of un-managed 
subpopulations that persist: 
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A typical objective in this type of scenario would be to maximize the number of extant 
subpopulations at the end of a planning horizon.  This strategy, however, is almost certainly 
sensitive to the values of   and  , which for many species will be highly uncertain.  
 As an alternative, we use an info-gap approach to evaluate three resource allocation 
policies, or three values of   (policies shown in italics): Manage 1, Manage 2, Manage 3.  
Instead of maximizing the number of extant subpopulations, we consider the critical 
performance requirement of maintaining at least one.  We define the uncertainty model as:   
                                                                                
The robustness function is: 
                          
                
                                                                
We use the persistence model (Equation 11) and info-gap uncertainty model (Equation 12) 
to evaluate the robustness function (Equation 13).  The total number of subpopulations 
(i.e., ) is set equal to four, the annual probability of extinction for a subpopulation that is 
unmanaged is 0.15, the nominal values of            are set equal to 3.00 and 1.00, 
respectively, and the nominal performance requirement,      , is 1 subpopulation.  Resource 
allocation policies are evaluated over a 10-year time span.    
RESULTS 
 For clarity and ease of presentation, we present results separately for each 
application.  In each subsection, we first present results of the initial info-gap analysis.  This 
provides a point of reference and can be thought of as the place where an existing info-gap 
analysis would stop.  We then discuss in order the NP- and PR sensitivity functions; R-code 
needed to re-create the figures can be found in the Appendix. 
Harvest Management 
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 The robustness curves for the three harvest policies (3% Proportional Rate, 5% 
Proportional Rate, 7% Proportional Rate) are shown in Figure 5-3.  The total catches of the 
harvest policies corresponding to each curve are shown for one-hundred equally-spaced 
values of   between 0 and 0.1.  Notice that when     (i.e., the estimate of   is assumed 
certain), the 5% Proportional Rate gives the maximum total catch.  However, as   increases, 
the total catch of all harvest policies decline.  As   increases to ~ 0.045, the rank order 
changes and 3% Proportional Rate becomes the harvest policy with the highest total catch.  As 
  increases further, beyond 0.09, the order changes again and 5% Proportional Rate becomes 
the policy with the highest total catch.  Figure 5-3 also emphasizes the value of the 
performance requirement (i.e., the horizontal line).  Notice with          , the 5% 
Proportional Rate is the preferred alternative because it maximizes the robustness 
function          .   
   The NP sensitivity curves for the three harvest policies are shown in Figure 5-4.  The 
values of the robustness function corresponding to each curve are shown for fifty equally-
spaced values of     between 0 and 0.04.  Notice that there are two curves for each policy.  
This is because the nominal point can be shifted both up (i.e.,       ) and down (i.e., 
       .  The important point to observe is that the curves are parallel.  Also, the NP 
sensitivity function reaches the bound provided by the robustness function of the preferred 
alternative, i.e.,                          .  Although the robustness of the preferred 
alternative provides an upper bound on the NP sensitivity function, we are not restricted to 
looking beyond the point where                ; it is straightforward to calculate values 
of the NP sensitivity function where                .  Critically, the curves remain 
parallel (figure not shown).  In this example, the rank order generated by the uncertainty 
model and robustness function is simply not contingent on the location of the nominal point.   
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 The PR sensitivity curves for the three harvest policies are shown in Figure 5-5.  The 
values of the robustness function corresponding to each curve are shown for one-thousand 
equally-spaced values of       between 0 and 6000.  Again, there are two curves for each 
policy, reflecting the fact that the performance requirement can be shifted both up (i.e., 
         ) and down (i.e.,           .  In contrast to the results for the NP sensitivity 
function, the curves in Figure 6 are not parallel.  This reveals that the rank ordering 
generated by the uncertainty model and robustness function is sensitive to the placement of 
the performance requirement.  Most importantly, even a small shift downwards in     
switches the preferred alternative from the 5% Proportional Rate (at the nominal performance 
requirement) to the 3% Proportional Rate (notice this was the preferred alternative over most 
values of       considered).   
Conservation Resource Allocation 
 The robustness curves for the three resource allocation policies (Manage 1, Manage 2, 
Manage 3) are shown in Figure 5-6.  The number of extant subpopulations corresponding to 
each curve is shown for one-hundred equally-spaced values of   between 0 and 5.  When 
    (i.e., the estimates of   and   are assumed certain), Manage 3 maximizes the number of 
extant subpopulations.  As in the previous example, the number of extant subpopulations of 
all policies decline as   is increased.  As   increases to ~ 0.1, the rank order changes and 
Manage 2 becomes the policy that maximizes the number of extant subpopulations.  As   
increases further, beyond 0.4, the order changes again and Manage 1 becomes the policy that 
maximizes the number of extant subpopulations.  Figure 5-6 also emphasizes the value of the 
performance requirement.  With      , Manage 1 is the preferred alternative because it 
maximizes the robustness function          . 
 The sensitivity curves for the three resource allocation policies are shown in Figure 5-
7.  The values of the robustness function corresponding to each curve are shown for fifty 
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equally-spaced values of     between 0 and 1.25.  We’ve only included two curves for each 
policy; including all possible curves generated by this two-dimensional example makes the 
plot much too cluttered and interferes with the goal of illustration.  Note that, unlike the 
harvest management example, the NP sensitivity curves are not parallel and cross 
when                 .  Simply stated, the rank order generated by the uncertainty model 
and robustness function is contingent on the location of the nominal point.   
             The PR sensitivity curves for the three resource allocation policies are shown in 
Figure 5-8.  The values of the robustness function corresponding to each curve are shown for 
one-thousand equally-spaced values of       between 0 and 0.2.  Notice that the top curve 
for the preferred alternative is never surpassed by any other curve, indicating that the 
preferred alternative never changes when the performance requirement is lowered.  In 
contrast, the three lower curves do cross, indicating that the preferred alternative is sensitive 
to increases in the performance requirement.  However, the point where the preferred 
alternative switches is at a relatively large value of      .  Stated plainly, the rank ordering 
generated by the uncertainty model and robustness function is sensitive to large increases in 
the placement of the performance requirement.              
DISCUSSION 
 Info-gap decision theory has come to play an increasingly important role in 
environmental management and conservation decision-making.  Info-gap evaluates decisions 
by asking the question of how much uncertainty in the nominal point can be tolerated while 
still delivering a desired level of performance.  This establishes a preference ordering on the 
set of decisions.  It might turn out, however, that this rank ordering is contingent on the 
location of the nominal point or placement of the performance requirement.  The need to 
evaluate the sensitivity of a given conclusion to these parameters is therefore considerable.  
In this study, we have introduced a pair of sensitivity metrics: the first is a measure of the 
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sensitivity of our conclusion to the location of the nominal point; the second quantifies the 
sensitivity of our conclusion to the placement of the performance requirement.  We hope to 
provide a discussion of the metrics and results as they relate, generally speaking, to the 
problem of evaluating the sensitivity of info-gap analyses to selected (free) parameters.  In 
doing so, we discuss limitations of the approach and suggest directions for extending this 
work. Unsurprisingly, our results demonstrate that the rank ordering of decisions generated 
by an info-gap decision analysis can be contingent on the location of the nominal point.  But 
this is not necessarily so.  In the harvest management example, the NP sensitivity curves 
were always parallel, meaning that the preferred alternative was immune to variation in the 
placement of .  Even though this was a one-dimensional example, we can relate this result 
to that depicted in Figure 5-1, where the two decisions partitioned the parameter space in a 
similar way.  In contrast, the NP sensitivity curves crossed in the resource allocation 
example.  Thus, the alternative resource allocation policies each defined a uniquely shaped 
partition of the parameter space, similar to that seen in Figure 5-2.  In either case, it is worth 
mentioning that we did not know, nor predict, ahead of time which would occur.  Instead, 
we had to use the NP sensitivity function to demonstrate to ourselves that the rank order 
generated by the uncertainty model and robustness function is simply not contingent (harvest 
management example) or sensitive (resource allocation example) to the location of the 
nominal point. 
 We’ve already written that we did not know, nor predict, ahead of time whether a 
given conclusion would be sensitive to the nominal point.  It is difficult to speculate on what 
types of problems (or specific characteristics) will lead to nominal point sensitivity; at the 
very least it will require more research and experimentation to develop general rules.  
Nonetheless, we offer a few comments.  We presented two applications: the first, which was 
insensitive to the nominal point, was one-dimensional; the second, whose NP sensitivity 
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curves crossed when                 , was two-dimensional.  Although it might seem 
reasonable, we do not think it is simply the dimension of the nominal point that determines 
NP sensitivity.  Rather, it is the way in which the uncertain elements of the nominal point 
enter the process model.  For instance, the logistic model with harvest (Equation 7) is linear 
in the parameter  , while the extinction model (Equation 10) is a non-linear function of  .  
This linearity attribute likely determines the ‘uniqueness’ (i.e., the characteristics of the 
curve/line) with which different decisions partition the parameter space (i.e., compare the 
partitions in Figure 5-1 versus Figure 5-2).  With non-linearities, the possibilities grow in 
number.   
 All of this discussion about nominal point sensitivity suggests the question: what do 
you do if a conclusion is sensitive?  As this is a relatively new and active area of research, 
there are no answers to be found in the conservation science literature.  Perhaps the first 
thing to consider is a global robust optimization method (see Ben-Tal et al. 2009 for an 
overview of methods).  However, as previously discussed many global measures are of 
limited practical value because it is infeasible to evaluate a robustness function over an entire 
parameter space.  This will be especially common in high-dimensional and/or unbounded 
parameter space.  We are in the process of developing a hybrid ‘glocal’ robust optimization 
technique that combines the strength of both global and local approaches.  The method will 
use Monte Carlo sampling to generate an ensemble of parameter sets, which is each 
evaluated with an info-gap analysis.  Results of the repeated local analyses will be combined 
with a weighting mechanism that favors parameter sets nearest the nominal point.  
Conceptually, the strength of this method will arise from the quantification of local 
robustness over a large region of the parameter space. 
  Our results also demonstrate that the validity of the rank ordering of decisions can be 
contingent on the placement of the performance requirement.  This, however, is more 
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predictable.  The PR sensitivity curves will cross so long as the robustness curves (as in 
Figure 5-3 and 5-6) cross.  From a practical standpoint, this result is somewhat less 
interesting than the results for the NP sensitivity function.  This is because the performance 
requirement is determined by the decision analyst.  Consider the problem of using a matrix 
model to prioritize management actions (van der Burg & Tyre 2011).  The response of 
interest is the asymptotic growth rate of the population,  , which is given by the dominant 
eigenvalue of the projection matrix.  Values of   greater than 1 indicate a growing 
population; values less than 1 indicate a population headed to extinction.  In the context of 
endangered species recovery, the lowest (biologically-meaningful) performance requirement 
is    : targeting any value of   less than one is inconsistent with the goal of population 
persistence.  Sensitivity of the conclusion to the performance requirement (in this direction) 
is therefore irrelevant.  This illustrates how PR sensitivity is not necessarily problematic, 
particularly when there is some theoretical basis for setting the level of the performance 
requirement. We have introduced a pair of sensitivity metrics for info-gap decision 
analysis.  We emphasize that these metrics will be useful anywhere info-gap is applied, 
including decision-making problems in forestry (e.g., Rose and Chapman 2003), range 
management (e.g., Stigter & van Langevelde 2004), fisheries management (e.g., Christensen 
& Walters 2004), waterfowl harvest (e.g., Nichols et al. 1995), fire management (Richards et 
al. 1999), invasive and pest control (e.g., Bogich & Shea 2008), metapopulation management 
(e.g., Westphal et al. 2003), water management in hydrologic systems (e.g., Smith and 
Marshall 2008), spatial prioritization and reserve selection (Schapaugh & Tyre 2012), and 
others.  In all of these contexts, our sensitivity metrics can help  evaluate the validity of an 
info-gap decision analysis as it relates to the location of the nominal point and performance 
requirement.  Accounting for uncertainty in this manner may change the way decisions are 
evaluated, interpreted, and communicated.  We hope that our work will stimulate additional 
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interest in the application of robust optimization techniques to environmental management 
and conservation decision-making. 
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Figure 5-1. Info-gap robustness analysis for two decisions.  Note the similar 
partition of the parameter space by decisions    and   . 
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  Figure 5-2. Info-gap robustness analysis for two decisions.  Note the very 
different partition of the parameter space by decisions    and   . 
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Figure 5-3. Harvest management problem: Robustness      
      
   versus total catch.  The expected 
total catch of the harvest policies corresponding to each curve are shown for one-hundred equally-
spaced values of   between 0 and 0.1. The horizontal axis denotes the maximum uncertainty allowed 
to guarantee the given total catch.  The horizontal line emphasizes the value of the performance 
requirement,               
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Figure 5-4. Harvest management problem: Values of the NP sensitivity function                 versus 
   .  Recall from the main text that there are two panels for each policy because the nominal point can 
be shifted both up (i.e.,       ) and down (i.e.,        . 
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Figure 5-5. Harvest management problem: Values of the PR sensitivity function                 versus 
     .  Recall from the main text that there are two panels for each policy because the performance 
requirement can be shifted both up (i.e.,          ) and down (i.e.,           . 
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Figure 5-6. Resource allocation problem: Robustness      
      
   versus number of extant 
subpopulations.  The number of extant subpopulations of the resource allocation policies 
corresponding to each curve are shown for one-hundred equally-spaced values of   between 0 and 5.0. 
The horizontal axis denotes the maximum uncertainty allowed to guarantee the given number of 
subpopulations.  The horizontal line emphasizes the value of the performance requirement,          
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Figure 5-7. Resource allocation problem: Values of the NP sensitivity function                 versus 
   .   
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Figure 5-8. Resource allocation problem: Values of the PR sensitivity function                 versus 
     . 
 
 
